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Meet our Contributors: Alan Walker
Alan was born and educated in Southern England and has
been passionate about field sports since he was a schoolboy.

As a resident in Kenya,
he worked for the Game
Department, mostly culling
buffalo in the high mountain
forests, using an issue .375
and a dog pack. After leaving
Kenya to settle in Cape Town,
Alan undertook self-guided
hunts in Tanzania, Kenya,
Zimbabwe and Mozambique.

Alan is a professional artist, and worked for the Cape
Argus newspaper as their Art Studio Manager. From 1983,
Alan has been responsible for most of the quality hand-drawn
illustrations appearing in Magnum. Some twenty years ago,
he took early retirement from the Cape Argus, but continued
to do freelance art work for Magnum and other publications,
while also, for a time, working for Global Expeditions Canada,
as a hunting consultant and their “Man in Africa” under
ex-Magnum editor Tudor Howard-Davies.

Since 2000 Alan has hunted exclusively in the Congo
basin using a Brno .375 in pursuit of forest elephant and
buffalo. He is also a keen wingshooter. In recent years he
has been impressed with the use of slugs in a 12g shotgun
and has used these to collect two forest elephants and
several feral pigs.

Learn More about our Subscribers:
John Jenkins

John hails from Gauteng and
owns a game farm in Limpopo.
He has been a Magnum reader
since the magazine’s inception,
and a loyal subscriber for 15
years. He usually hunts in
Limpopo and the bushveld
of the North-West Province,
and also pursues springbuck
and gemsbuck in the Karoo
and Northern Cape. John

has Dedicated Hunter status and has a number of rifles and
shotguns from which to choose, depending on his quarry
and terrain. His preferred rifles are his .243 Win, .308 Win,
.375H&H Mag and his .300 Win Mag. His last hunt took
place on his farm, Tilodi Wilderness, in the foothills of the
Waterberg near Leeupoort. It was a ‘Dads and Lads’ hunt
which has been an annual event for some 10 years now.
They hunted impala, kudu, wildebeest and warthog. John
personally bagged an impala and kudu.

Vortex Winner
THIS MONTH OUR winner of a brand new 3-9x40 Vortex
Crossfire II rifle-scope (valued at R3 799) is
Matthew Jonker of Pretoria. Matthew works
in the security industry and enjoys all types
of shooting. He enjoys hunting for warthog,
and is also partial to taking down a kudu or
eland when time allows. Matthew intends
to fit his new Vortex scope to a .308 he is
currently purchasing.

John hails from Gauteng and
owns a game farm in Limpopo.
He has been a
since the magazine’s inception,
and a loyal subscriber for 15
years. He usually hunts in

As a resident in Kenya,
he worked for the Game
Department, mostly culling
buffalo in the high mountain
forests, using an issue .375
and a dog pack. After leaving
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R eaders will have noticed that
our small team at Magnum
has grown slightly with the
addition of Morgan Haselau
as sub-editor.

Morgan grew up in the Eastern Cape, a
fact that shouldwarm the cockles of Robin
Barkes’s heart, himself a dyed-in-the-
denim Frontiersman and long-standing
Magnum Man. We trust that Morgan
will gain the same reader-following as Mr
Barkes has long enjoyed.

Morgan is young, fresh out of
university, where he studied history and
political science. He grew up in a home
where his father was a keen hunter, so the
basics are there. He is the first really young
addition to the team in many years and
his fresh and modern outlook on life will
definitely help to inform and entertain our
younger audience. It was about time to get
some new young blood in.

Of course we can’t ever replace the
wisdom and humility of the late Ron
Anger or the likes of Keith Dyer, with his
encyclopaedic knowledge of handguns, or
the wealth of experience of professional
hunters like the Brian Marshes of this
world. Fortunately, a stalwart like Gregor
Woods, who has dedicated his life to
Magnum, is still lending a hand. Without
his vast experience and incomparable
knowledge in the hunting and shooting
field we will be the poorer and I am
glad that he is still willing to pass that
knowledge on, not just to our readers, but
also to theMagnum team.

His articles in the July 2016 edition
on the Winchester lever-action (Rare
Engraved Yellow Boy!) and .458 – From
theHorse’sMouth are but two examples of
literally a library of invaluable knowledge
he has produced through the years. These
two articles are fine examples of the
quality that Gregor has made aMagnum
trademark during his decades of dedicated
service.

This type of article is more than just
entertaining; it forms valuable research
material and a reference work, adding to
the history of firearms in general, a quality
that is hard to come by in the modern

milieu of fast food and quick internet
search-solutions. Such articles are the
products of experience and a lifetime of
hard work in building up a scrupulous
reputation as well as highly regarded
contacts in a world of journalism that
is now mostly driven by sensation and
fleeting hype.

We at Magnum hope that the future
articles we publish will continue to
educate and entertain, and that the young
Mr Haselau will, in the years to come,
follow the examples available to him.

Wewill also further endeavour to keep
up this proud tradition through the work
of our many and varied and invaluable
contributors, and by slowly building up the
Magnum team yet further.

On the topic ofMagnum contributors:
I have been hauled over the coals by some
Afrikaans readers for not publishing an
Afrikaans article every month, as has
been the Magnum custom through the
years. Of course, Magnum is an English
language magazine, but we have always
tried to accommodate Afrikaans. However,
this can be difficult, as we receive very
few articles written in Afrikaans. Every
once in a while we publish a request for
writers to submit articles to Magnum,
but the response to our plea for Afrikaans
writers (and prospective writers) has
been underwhelming. So, again I would
like to call on our readers to contribute in
Afrikaans. After all, it is yourmagazine, and
the variety in contributions is what makes
Magnum interesting. Our contributors
give Magnum its very special “flavour”
and they form an inseparable part of the
magazine.

Lastly, thosewho have pre-ordered our
book on the .303 Lee-Enfield are growing
impatient to have it in hand. The few who
saw the pre-production sample at HuntEx
in April will recall that some of the very
old articles reproduced poorly. Raising
the print version’s quality to a level that
we approve of has involved a lot more
work than we expected; hence the delay
in getting the book out to you. If it is not
ready by the time you read this, please
bear with us. It will be out shortly.

Contributors
by PHILLIP HAYESTrail Talk

FOUR LUCKY readers have already
won Vortex scopes as part of our 40th
birthday celebrations. This month
another lucky reader will win a brand
new 3-9x40 Vortex Crossfire II PLEX
riflescope valued at R3 799 as well as
a Vortex cap. Our thanks go to Whylo,
distributor of Vortex in SA; we will
announce one winner in each edition
for the next couple of months.

These excellent scopes are available
from your nearest dealer and offer
one of the best price-to-quality
ratios in optics today. We do not
hesitate to recommend the Vortex
range of products. Through the years
Magnum has tested a wide variety
of their scopes and found them
top-notch.

For a chance to win, simply answer
the following question: Who is the
distributor ofVortex scopes in
South Africa?

Email your answer to mail@
manmagnum.co.za Please include
your name and a telephone
number. The winner will be
announced in the September 2016
edition.

For more information on the Vortex
range phone Whylo on 0861-005903.

hard work in building up a scrupulous
reputation as well as highly regarded
contacts in a world of journalism that
is now mostly driven by sensation and

hope that the future
articles we publish will continue to
educate and entertain, and that the young

Winwith
Magnum&
Vortex!



Looking for a top performance target
scope that will flatten the competition
but not your wallet? Look no further.

We’ve fitted the outstanding Lynx
LX2 5-20x50mm rifle scope with our
new green-illuminated
target reticle. The reticle is in the
second focal plane and has fifteen
aiming-off hash marks on each
reticle axis, spaced 1MOA apart
with the scope set to 20x, and a
scale inset at the bottom to range a

20cm target from 200 to 500 metres.
The tactical ¼ MOA adjustment
controls have 20MOA of windage
and 20MOA of elevation travel, and
the numbers and indicators on the
adjustment controls are so bold and
highly visible that they should be
easy to read in poor light, even if
your eyesight is less than perfect.
The side-focus parallax focusses
from 40m to beyond infinity and
the variable intensity digital reticle

illuminator has an instant off/
on feature that recalls your last
brightness setting.

Available now at you local arms and
ammo dealer.

Looking for a top performance target 
scope that will flatten the competition 
but not your wallet? Look no further. 

We’ve fitted the outstanding Lynx 
 5-20x50mm rifle scope with our 

new green-illuminated MOA@20
target reticle. The reticle is in the 
second focal plane and has fifteen 
aiming-off hash marks on each 
reticle axis, spaced 1MOA apart

20cm target from 200 to 500 metres. 
The tactical ¼ MOA adjustment 
controls have 20MOA of windage 
and 20MOA of elevation travel, and 
the numbers and indicators on the 
adjustment controls are so bold and 
highly visible that they should be
easy to read in poor light, even if
your eyesight is less than perfect.
The side-focus parallax focusses

Lynx Optics (Pty) Ltd • www.lynx.co.za • info@lynx.co.za • tel 011 792 6644 • fax 011 792 8923
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Winchester Yellow Boy
I greatly enjoyed Gregor Woods’s art-
icle on the engraved Model 1866 Win-
chester “Yellow Boy” rifle. The rarity
of the gun and its extremely unlikely
presence in South Africa make it truly
unique. I’ve seen plain Yellow Boys sell
for close to $20 000 here in the US.
The owner of the engraved rifle could
likely retire for life on what it would
fetch at a high-end auction house!

On a very minor point: The Henry
and Model 1866 Winchesters in .44
Rimfire weren’t the only guns with two
firing pins to assure reliable ignition.
The Swiss Vetterli rifles chambered in
the 10.4x38R Rimfire (known here as
the .41 Swiss) also had this feature.

A picture from the swissrifles.com
website shows the flat bolt face and
the bolt assembly. The long rod at the
top is the firing pin carrier: the “firing
fork” slips onto the end and the actual
striking parts protrude through slots
in the bolt face opposite each other.
The Vetterlis I’ve owned have usually
had a spare “firing fork” (the literal
translation of the German term for this
part) under the butt plate; apparently
broken pins were fairly common and
replacing one is easy to do in the field.

The story goes that Major Vetterli,
as an observer in the US Civil War,
encountered Henry rifles with which
he was very impressed. In developing
his own designs, which first appeared
in 1869, he is thought to have incor-
porated features of the Henry and the
Model 1866 Winchester including an
under-barrel tube magazine and a
side loading-gate. Perhaps the dual
firing-pin arrangement used in the
Swiss guns is also derived from his
observations.

Incidentally, Winchester has
resumed limited production of
Model 1866 rifles and Uberti make
an exceedingly nice version as well.
These new Yellow Boys are chambered
in readily available centrefire calibres.
– Tom Caceci, USA

Yes, I am a Hunter
Ek het die artikel “Yes, I am a Hunter”
deur Vladimir Steyn in die Junie 2016
uitgawe baie geniet.

As jong, “vars” gegradueerde
het ek in die vroeë sewentigs by die
Departement van Toerisme begin
werk, waar Vladimir Steyn toe Sek-
retaris van Toerisme was.

As ’n junior het ek ongelukkig nie
veel met hom te doen gekry nie, maar
almal was bewus van sy enorme teen-
woordigheid en het geweldig respek
vir hom gehad.

In die artikel slaan hy die spyker op
die kop. Afgesien van sy kennis van die
veld en van wild, skram hy nie weg van
die realiteite wat in die natuur voorkom
nie, en sy fyn humorsin slaan ook
deur. Natuurlik gemik op die anti-jag
brigade. Hulle wil nie jag toelaat nie,
maar lê al te lekker weg aan die kruiss-
kyf en beeshaas wat, mooi toegedraai
in ’n pakkie, van die slagter af kom.

Ek glo, soos Steyn, dat ons as
jagters meer pro-aktief en positief
moet wees oor ons sport. Dit sal ons
niks in die sak bring om ’n “Jam-
mer-Jannie” houding in te neem nie.

Steyn het ook vir een van die vroeë
uitgawes van SA Man ’n tong-in-die-
kies artikel geskryf oor die gaarmaak
van ’n wilde eend; ’n ellelange beskry-
wing van die voorbereiding van die
eend, hoe om die vuur te maak, wat se
hout om te gebruik, en dies meer. Dalk
kan u dié artikel ook ter wille van jonger
lesers afstof. – Sakkie Hattingh, KZN

Price of Biltong: Rebuttal
Greed and high prices for hunting is
a recurring theme with every hunting
season as shown in the letter “Prys
van Biltong” in the July 2016 edition.

The writer laments the fact that
prices are not calculated per kilogram,
but remember, the average price
of beef is R80/kg and lamb/mutton
R120/kg. Seeing that game is reck-
oned to be healthier than beef and
mutton, would you then be prepared

to pay at least R80/kg for it? That
would make the average price of an
impala R1 800, eland at least R16 000
and blue wildebeest about R6 000.

As for pitching a tent for free or
for R80 per day, consider the cost to
change land into a farm with fences,
workers, roads, electricity, water,
security, game and much more.
Nobody works to just break even and
farmers have to provide for lean times
(think of the present drought) and
secure a future retirement. No farmer
has a subsidized pension or medical
aid or a guaranteed salary regardless
of external factors.

Try pitching a tent on the lawn of
a hotel, assuring the owners that you
don’t need their water or electricity or
luxurious accommodations, or better
yet, how would you feel if someone
tried pitching a tent on your lawn?
Remember a farmer’s land is his busi-
nesses and home.

One must also consider the costs
to acquire land and develop it to the
point where hunters can be accommo-
dated. Then the cost of making a living
must be added. Only then can one get
an idea of what to charge.

There are more points that can be
made in this argument, but suffice to
say: Don’t criticize farmers with food
in your mouth. – Dr DE Erasmus, KZN

Letters

Your letters are an important part of Magnum. We (readers and editors) like to hear your problems and opinions. Unless marked ‘NOT FOR
PUBLICATION’ all letters are considered and are edited for length and/or clarity. Pen-namesmay be used, provided that your full name, address
and daytime phone number are furnished. Please try to keep your letters short and to the point.
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T o the vast majority of
handgun shooters the
words ‘Colt’ and ‘1911’
are more or less synony-
mous. They go together

like ‘bacon and eggs’. Samuel Colt
perfected the first practical repeating
handgun, the so-called Colt Paterson
Revolver, in 1836. It became a favou-
rite of the Texas Rangers and later
models, the Walker, Dragoon, 1851
Navy and 1860 Army revolvers, were

adopted by the US armed forces and
saw wide use in the American Civil
War. In 1873 the US Army adopted the
.45-calibre Colt Single Action Army
revolver which went on to become the
most popular revolver on the western
frontier.

The late 19th century saw Colt’s
double action, swing out cylinder re-
volvers adopted by the armed forces,
police agencies and civilians around
the world.

However, our story really begins
in the late 1890s when the Army
expressed interest in adopting one
of the new semi-auto pistols. Colt
had purchased the rights to several
semi-auto pistols invented by John
Moses Browning and in 1904 began an
R&D program to develop a large cal-
ibre semi-auto pistol for army trials.
The result was the adoption of the US
Pistol, Automatic, Caliber .45, Model
1911 – and a legend was born.

Colt’sCompetition
Pistol
by PAUL SCARLATA

photos PAUL BUDDE & BECKY SCARLATA

AMultitasking 1911

Colt’s Competition Pistol is a multitasking
pistol designed for various forms of Action
Pistol Competition. Note the blue G10 grips
with the Colt logo, the ventilated, alumin-
ium trigger, lowered and flared ejection
port and Novak sights.
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The 1911 saw its first service during the waning
days of the Moro Insurrection in the Philippines,
and then went on to earn a reputation for reliabil-
ity in the muddy trenches of World War I. The Colt
1911 became a favourite of combat soldiers, law
enforcement agencies (Texas Rangers, FBI), crim-
inals (Bonnie and Clyde, John Dillinger) and the
target shooting fraternity. In the 1920s a few minor
changes were made resulting in the Model 1911A1
which would see service in WWII, the Korean War
and Vietnam.

Even though it was ‘officially’ replaced in US service by
the Beretta M9 pistol in the 1980s, the 1911 is still the
choice the US military’s elite units and Special Forces. And
while today’s police market is dominated by ‘high tech’

9mm and .40 pistols, a large percentage of law enforce-
ment SWAT units and tactical teams still put their trust in
Browning’s 105 year old design!

While long the choice of serious bullseye competitors,
the development of Action Pistol sports opened a whole new
venue for the 1911. Gunsmiths began modifying them to
improve their sights, triggers, ergonomics, recoil control
and accuracy, and today the 1911 dominates IPSC, IDPA,
Bianchi Cup, steel matches and bowling pin shooting. How
many centenarians can make such claims?

Over the years Colt has offered a number of special-
ized variations of the 1911: the Colt Ace; the Gold Cup;
Commander; Officers Model; Delta Elite; Rail Gun; and
M45A1 with steel and alloy frames; stainless steel construc-
tion; and in calibres ranging from .22LR to .455 Webley Auto.

The civilian market for
1911 pistols has never been

stronger and it came as no surprise to me when Colt an-
nounced the introduction of several new models of this clas-
sic design. Considering that Action Pistol shooting is my

favourite pastime, the one that immedi-
ately attracted my attention was the Colt
Competition Pistol (CCP).

At first glance you might assume the
CCP is just a standard 1911 Government
Model. Well, upon closer examination you
will begin to notice features that make it
anything but ‘standard.’

Let’s examine the external features
first. The first thing I noticed were the grips.
They are of the G10 variety and scalloped
to provide a firm hold even with sweaty or
oily hands, while a thumb clearance cut be-

The Novak rear sight
is adjustable for

elevation. Note the
extended thumb
safety, elongated

hammer and
beavertail

grip safety.

The Novak front sight fea-
tures a blue fibre optic rod
for fast sight alignment
and target acquisition.

Engaging steel targets with the Colt
proved fast, accurate and a lot of fun!

Above & below: Firing the Competition
pistol. Recoil was very controllable.
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hind the magazine release button allows good access for
fast reloading. Did I mention they were blue? While that
may sound a bit odd, the colour is not only unique but con-
trasts nicely with the slide and frame’s matte blue finish.

The slide has dovetail cuts for mounting a Novak adjust-
able rear sight and a square blade front sight with a blue
fibre optic rod insert.

While most of us are used to red, orange or green fibre
optics, the blue one proved very visible, allowing fast sight
acquisition and alignment. It also matches the grips very
nicely, which my wife Becky assured me was “very stylish”.

The grasping grooves at the rear of the slide are a new,
wider style, allowing a good grip on the slide to chamber a
round or clear – a hopefully rare – malfunction. The ejection
port has been lowered and flared to ensure positive ejection
of spent cases.

The frame has been modified by relieving metal under
the trigger guard, permitting the shooter to get a higher
grip on the pistol for enhanced recoil control. In keeping
with today’s competition 1911s, the Colt is fitted with an
extended thumb safety, a beavertail grip safety with a palm
swell and an elongated, skeletonized hammer.

The pistol is fitted with a five inch National Match barrel
with a 1:16 LH twist. The internals have been fitted and
polished for a crisp trigger let off. While some claim that

Colt’s Series 80 firing system has a detrimental effect on
the trigger pull, according to my trigger pull scale 2.3kg of
pressure tripped the sear crisply.

As with several of the latest 1911s, Colts’ new
Competition Pistol utilizes the Colt Dual Spring Recoil
System which was originally developed for the US Marine
Corps’ new M45A1 pistol. The outermost spring is the same
diameter as a standard recoil spring, with the inner spring
fitting closely inside. The innermost spring is slightly longer
than the outer spring. The system will work with a standard
GI recoil spring plug, however it must be used with the
supplied recoil spring guide rod due to the smaller diameter
inner spring. The supplied guide rod shaft is smaller than a
GI guide rod, however the other dimensions are the same
as a standard rod.

This system reduces felt recoil for faster follow-up shots
and extends recoil spring life, translating into longer effec-
tive use of the pistol.

LASTLY, THE CCP IS available in either .45 ACP or 9mm
Parabellum. The former comes with an eight round maga-
zine while the latter holds nine of Georg Luger’s famous cart-
ridge. At the risk of starting another 9mm vs. .45 brawl, I
will proudly admit that the 9mm is my favourite pistol cart-
ridge and so I was a bit disappointed when the Competition
Model I received to test was a .45. But after twenty plus
years in this game have I not learned how to labour under
such vicissitudes?

We tested the CCP for accuracy from an MTM K-Zone rest
on our club’s 25 metre range firing three different types of
factory ammunition and two of my favourite handloads, all
of which showed they were capable of producing groups in

the 50mm range. Colt says the CCP is fitted with a National
Match barrel... and they’re not kidding.

Instead of running the Colt through the usual series of
offhand drills on combat-type targets, I moved over to the
next berm where my club had recently held a steel match.

The Colt Competition Pistol is fitted with a stainless steel, National
Match barrel.

Metal has been relieved under the
trigger guard so the shooter can get
a high grip on the pistol.

Sample target
fired at 25m.
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Starting with nine rounds in the pis-
tol, I drew it and engaged three steel
squares and five steel plates with one
round each from a distance of fifteen
metres.

I am happy to relate that of the
ten runs I performed on the steel, only
four of them required the expenditure
of all nine rounds from the Colt.

I DID NOT experience a single failure
to feed, fire or eject during testing, not
even with the Federal FMJSWC ‘soft-
ball’ loads which will cause function-
ing problems in many out-of-the-box
1911s. I also test fired it with Wilson
Combat extended ten round maga-
zines and it performed flawlessly.

Out of curiosity I fired the CCP
alongside a 1911 with a standard recoil
system and must admit that the felt
recoil pulse with the CCP’s dual spring
recoil system was noticeably softer.

Lastly, Iwant tomention two chang-
es that would make this pistol even

more practical. First of all, chequering
the front strap of the frame would pro-
vide a more secure grip which would
further improve recoil control. Second,
bevelling the magazine well – or better
yet, installing a modest magazine well
funnel – would help smooth out re-
loads. I don’t believe either of these
modifications would increase the pis-
tol’s price enough to dissuade poten-
tial buyers.

DESPITE ITS ‘Competition Pistol’
moniker the CCP is capable of mul-
titasking. It would be an excellent
choice for IPSC’s Single Stack or –
with ten round magazines – Limited
Ten Divisions or IDPA’s Enhanced
Service Pistol or Custom Defensive
Pistol classes. Is your idea of the per-
fect personal/home defence pistol
a 1911? Then the CCP has you cov-
ered. And if you’re a fan of 9mm 1911
pistols, the CCP is going to suit you
down to a T.

Specifications: Colt Competition Pistol
Calibre .45 ACP (tested) & 9mmP
Overall length 216mm
Barrel length 127mmNationalMatch
Height 140mm
Width 32mm
Weight 1.03kg
Sights front: blue fibre optic

rear: Novak adjustable
Magazine 8 rds. (9 in 9mm)
Materials slide & frame: carbon steel
Finish Matte blue
Grips Custom Blue Colt Logo G10
Extra features: Dual spring recoil system, single
side extended thumb safety, upswept beavertail
grip safety, undercut trigger guard, carrying case,
lock & owner’s manual.
Test firing results
Ammunition Best Group Avg. Group Velocity
FACTORY:
Federal 185gr FMJSWC

41mm 52mm 762fps
Hornady 220gr +P Critical Duty

46mm 52mm 978fps
Winchester 230gr FMJ

52mm 58mm 848fps
HANDLOADS:
Berry’s 185gr Plated + 5.2gr
IMR 700-X 46mm 64mm 902fps
Remington 230gr FMJ + 4.8gr
TiteGroup 52mm 68mm 802fps
Note: Group size is the average of three, 5-shot
groups fired from anMTMK-Zone rest at 25m.
Velocity is the average of five rounds chrono-
graphed 3m from themuzzle.
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In my recent article “Looking
Back on Magnum” (May edition)
I stated that, prior to the appear-
ance of SA MAN (forerunner of
Man-Magnum magazine) South

Africans had been without a locally
written hunting and shooting magazine
for some ten years. A couple of peo-
ple have since asked me, “What came
before those ten years?” Surprisingly,
most local hunters of a generation
behind me, or younger, seem under
the impression that Man-Magnum was
Southern Africa’s first locally-published
magazine of its kind (not counting agri-
cultural magazines which ran occasional
gun or hunting articles). So let me take
you on a brief journey back in time.

When I was just a laaitie, I had a
brother, seven years older than I,
who was fanatical about fishing, and
he used to buy the American outdoor
magazines, most of which were com-
bination fishing/hunting publications.
So, from the age of about eight or so,
I was regularly perusing Sports Afield,
Outdoor Life, Field & Stream and Rod
& Gun. But while these American mag-
azines fascinated me, they had little
relevance to my situation. They gave
me a dream world, but it wasn’t my
world. Consequently, I was thrilled
when a South African monthly maga-
zine called Veld & Vlei appeared. Nat-
urally, my brother bought these too –
which was just as well, for they cost

a shilling each, and that constituted
my entire week’s pocket money at the
time. I practically memorized those
magazines, and believe it or not, I still
have most of them (I’m a sucker for
nostalgia and don’t throw much away).
And when I go through them now, more
than 60 years later, the pictures and
adverts come back to me and it’s just
as if I am that age again, reading them
atop the springbuck-skin kaross on my
bed. I kept them in an old yellow-wood
chest of drawers which had a .455-cal-
ibre bullet hole through the front of the
top drawer, where my grandmother,
trying to de-cock her revolver after a
security alarm on the farm years ear-
lier, accidentally fired a shot into it.

WasthereLife
beforeMagnum?

by GREGOR WOODS
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Despite its name, Veld & Vlei was an
English language magazine, published
in Durban. The oldest copy I have is
November 1954, edited by ECM Jack.
The Production Director was Desmond
Prior and the Advertising and circula-
tion Director was Robert T Harrison.
Apart from the hunting and fishing

content, that edition tried
an experimental article on
motor racing. My family lived
in nearby Pietermaritzburg,
which in those days boasted
a car racing track called Roy
Hesketh Circuit. My dad
sometimes took me to the
races, and I can still smell
the heavy fumes of the rac-
ing fuel as the cigar-shaped
racing cars sped by on their
spoked, motorcycle-type
wheels. This 1954 edition
had an article on the Mar-
itzburg Centenary National
Motor Races featuring those

same old cigar-shaped racing cars,
which today look reminiscent of kid-
dies’ peddle-cars. Reader response
was apparently negative, for no further
such articles appeared.

I also loved the adverts, because
the products were locally available.
Of course I had no money, but these

ads made the dream world seem much
more real. Interestingly, Holland & Hol-
land of 98 New Bond St, London reg-
ularly advertised directly in Veld and
Vlei, inviting orders for bolt action rifles
in calibres up to .404, and doubles in
.465, .500, .577 and .600NE! Those
were the days!

BY NOVEMBER 1956 the cover price
had jumped to one shilling and six-
pence – a 50% increase! (A daily news-
paper cost tuppence then, increased to
a tickie (threepence) around 1957/58.)
Big news was Reg Harrison’s catch-
ing a blue pointer shark (now called
a great white) weighing 1660 pounds
here in Durban – the biggest fish ever
landed from the shore on rod and reel
– worldwide. JF Kings was advertising
Winchester model 70s for £58 and FN
Mausers in 9.3x62 and 10.75x68 for
£60. A Greener double side-by-side
shotgun cost £95. H Drinn & Co of Dur-
ban announced the arrival of Model 70s

AMERICAN

Full range of Ruger Rifles and Handguns available.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

For information onmodels/calibres and availability, contact
Mark/Carlo or Emmy.

Phone: (021) 949-2891 or Fax: (021) 949-2701
Email: mark@gunsbows.co.za

GUNSITE SCOUT

SR556

M77 HAWKEYE

GUN GUIDE

10/22 TAKE DOWN

SR22RDS
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in .458 Win Mag (newly introduced in
1956) claiming the muzzle velocity as
2125fps.

From the outset, a regular con-
tributor was Professor JLB Smith of
coelacanth fame, and his fish articles
were highly informative. My favourite
author throughout was Louis Wey-
ers, who was way ahead of his time,
writing hunting and rifle articles that
were both technically informative and
entertaining, while most of the others
merely related hunting and fishing
experiences. For some reason most
of the authors wrote under pseudo-

nyms like “Martini”, “Griqua”, “Green
Nymph” and others. Len Jones, who
became a springbok spear-fisherman,
was a contributor. PHs were still called
“white hunters” and the March 1958
edition ran an interview with Norman
Read, attired in the traditional ‘bush
jacket’ of the era. Safaris were 45
to 60 days in duration. The Novem-
ber 1958 edition had an article by
the famous white hunter and author
John F Burger, who became a regular
contributor. Veld & Vlei varied in size
from 30 to 40 pages with an occasional
50-pager.

In January 1959, the magazine’s
name was changed to Field & Tide, hap-
pily with John F Burger serving as the
new editor (as a boy, I read his books
African Buffalo Trails and African Camp-
fire Nights). The cover price remained
one-and-six, but by July that year it
was two bob. That year saw Captain
T Murray Smith become a contributor
and in April 1960 Louis Weyers was
arguing that, contrary to popular opin-
ion, rifle scopes were not unsporting.
Many pious souls, in their ignorance,
considered this nigh-heresy. In Feb-
ruary 1961, the price changed to 20
cents – yes, SA had gone metric – and
canned beer had arrived! Advertised
at one shilling and five pence per can
(most companies took a while to “turn
metric”) canned beer was promoted
as ideal for hunters, fisherman and
campers – compact, easy to pack and
unbreakable. The cans required a spe-
cial opener – a “spanner” as we called
it – dedicated beer drinkers carried one
on their car keyring.

AT THIS POINT I entered boarding
school, as my parents had died, and
after leaving school I went into the
army, so I was no longer exposed
to Field & Tide. The next edition I
encountered was November 1966, and
things had clearly gone downhill. John
F Burger was no longer editor, replaced
by one Shirley Bell. On the cover was a
photo of a dolly bird in a frilly pink hat
and matching ensemble, with a boat
in the background almost as an after-
thought.

There wasn’t a single hunting story
in it; the closest thing was an arti-
cle about an ostrich farm written by
Shirley Bell. Even Louis Weyers had
been relegated to a brief column at the
back called Gun Gossip – 500 words
of text merely announcing Harrington
& Richardson’s entering the rifle mar-
ket. Price was up to 25 cents. I have
an idea these changes must have sunk
the magazine. I never saw it again.
And it would be ten long, lean years
before SA MAN came along to change
all our lives.
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When you have lived
among, hunted and
studied elephants for
as long as I have, you
learn many unusual

things about these intriguing pachy-
derms. They rank among the most
intelligent of land animals, seemingly
able, to some extent, to think and fig-
ure things out.

Elephant have practically no preda-
tory enemies except for man and, in iso-

lated circumstances, certain lion prides.
They have very little to fear from most
animals, but show a natural fear of hu-
mans, as do most wild animals, doubt-
less from millennia of being hunted.

Old bulls normally stay away from
the cow-herds unless mating, and ei-
ther live on their own or are accom-
panied by a couple of younger bulls
known as ‘askaris’. When approached
by humans, the old bulls normally try
to move off and avoid trouble, but

the younger askaris quite often show
some aggression – in this sense, ele-
phant bulls behave much like old and
young men. You cannot be certain that
an elephant won’t attack, so avoid
antagonising them without good rea-
son. Elephant, like many animals, can
sense fear in a person and are more
liable to attack someone who is afraid.
If charged by an elephant, don’t wait
until it is almost on top of you before
you shoot – many hunters have been

Elephant
Behaviour

by JOHN COLEMAN
i l lustration ALAN WALKER
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killed that way. About eight paces
should be the red line – closer than
that, and the elephant has committed.

If one of the elephants appears to
be agitated and jumpy, demonstrating
at nearby birds or chasing off small an-
imals, he is likely to be dangerous. If a
bull begins demonstrating and advanc-
ing but then backs off, this does not
necessarily mean he is about to leave.
However, if he then stops and urinates
this usually means that he has calmed
down. A good Bushman hunter will tell
you this. When an elephant demon-
strates by raising its head, extending
its ears, trumpeting and making short
rushes then stopping before it gets too
close, it is usually bluffing, but don’t
keep aggravating it. Just back off
slowly and then walk away. I have oc-
casionally known an elephant to mock-
charge in a circle and then run away.

IF AN ELEPHANT has been wounded
and is approached too closely, it is
very likely to attack. During a serious
attack, an elephant will usually lay its
ears back, hold its trunk down low and
let out a deep roar, lowering its head
as it charges. Then you must shoot be-
fore it gets too close.

Elephant that are constantly hunt-
ed and tormented usually become ex-
tremely aggressive, particularly when
they have small calves. Avoid such
herds unless specifically hunting them.
Usually, such herds or individuals are
found only in specific areas, but their
behaviour can vary considerably from
one area to another. It is therefore
sensible to keep a safe distance from
cow-herds generally.

Tuskless elephants (mainly those
who, from birth, never grow tusks)
seem more aggressive than normal
tusk-bearing ones. There is a popular
belief that African bull elephants come
into “musth” (high sexual compulsion)
which makes them extremely aggres-
sive. During my 50 years of close con-
tact with elephant, I never observed
this phenomenon. I believe that this
behaviour is more prevalent among In-
dian elephant, which may have led to

the assumption that African elephant
also undergo the condition. Maybe they
do to a lesser degree, but I have never
seen any heavy discharge of fluid from
the glands at their temples, which is
said to be a symptom of the condition.

At waterholes I have seen honey
badgers growling and advancing on
elephant coming down to drink. The
huge animals back off until the little
aggressor has drunk its fill and moved
off. Strangely, elephant are not so likely
to back off with other large animals,
such as hippo, rhino and buffalo. Nor-
mally they tolerate each other, but oc-
casionally there is a fight, which the
elephant usually wins.

I MENTIONED THAT elephant seem
able to think certain things through. I
have seen elephant with small calves
come to a fence, knock it down and go
through. If the calves can’t get over
the wire, the cows will push trees over
the broken fence, flattening it. Bulls,
when struggling to push over a big
tree, use their tusks to dig around the
roots to weaken the soil’s grip on them,
and then try again until successful.
Elephant usually avoid pushing down
fruit-bearing trees; they shake them
instead, and then pick up the fallen
fruit from the ground. Often, when a
new road has been made through the
bush, elephants will push trees over
it as though trying to prevent anyone
travelling along it. Likewise, when a
new telephone line is built, they push
over numerous telephone poles, and
also new fence posts.

Elephant have ameans of communi-
cating, even over quite a distance, by
making sub-sonic rumbling sounds.
This is noticeable when you disturb
the animals on one side of a large herd
– all of them start running at almost
the same time. Also, after a cull, all
the elephant in that area become very
agitated and flee at the sound of a
vehicle, even months after it has taken
place. Were the ones being culled able
to communicate with the others, who
thereafter associated the sound of
vehicles with imminent mass death?
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Once, after I had tracked a big old
bull nearly all day, I saw him standing
in the shade of a big thorn tree. I sat
down to rest and watched him for a
while. He stood flapping his ears and
occasionally throwing some dust on his
back with his trunk to keep away the
flies. Then, as I was about to leave, I
saw him put the end of his trunk deep
into his mouth. Fascinated, I watched
and saw an amazing thing. The old ele-
phant pulled his trunk out and squirt-
ed water over his head and behind his
ears. He had regurgitated the water
held in part of his stomach. On a few
occasions thereafter, I saw other old
bulls do the same thing. I have also
seen elephants rubbing their back-
sides on old tree-stumps to relieve an
itch and remove ticks. They appear to
express a look of bliss when they do
this. Also, quite often, when you con-
front elephants after they have raided
crops or damaged property, they dis-
play a sort of guilty appearance and
shuffle off looking embarrassed.

THEY ALSO REGULARLY roll in mud
and throw sand on their backs to keep
off insects and the sun. When graz-
ing, elephant use their feet to kick the
grass loose before stuffing it into their
mouths with their trunks. Often they
dig up succulent roots and bulbs to
eat. They also use their feet and their
trunks to dig in river beds to expose
water beneath the sand.

Elephant have to eat a great deal
because their digestive process is not
very efficient. You can see this in their
dung – it is full of rough pieces of
semi-digested grass, bark and twigs.
When you are getting close to the an-
imals, the dung is still warm inside
and you can actually smell their musty
body scent.

Elephants have an extremely acute
sense of smell and very good hearing,
but their eyesight is not as good as that
of most other animals – though it’s bet-
ter than many people think. You need
to keep down-wind, move quietly and
advance as directly as possible. There is
no need to duck low, but when nearing

the animals, use bushes for conceal-
ment if possible. This way they won’t
notice your approach, as long as you
don’t jump around and are not wearing
white or highly reflective clothing.

I have seen elephants running
on each side of a wounded comrade,
physically supporting it as it makes
off, and on some occasions, when the
wounded one falls, I have seen them
actually attempt to lift it back onto its
feet. A couple of younger ‘askaris’ will
often do this for the big old bull whom
they have been guarding.

When I first started hunting ele-
phants, while following their tracks, I
noticed a wavy drag-mark in the sand
between the footprints. I asked my
tracker what made this, and he laughed,
saying it was a bull dragging his penis.
Later, I actually saw this on a few oc-
casions. Pretty well hung, I would say!

I have found elephant bones and
skulls that had obviously been recent-
ly moved around, and I concluded that
other elephants had been moving the
bones. Later, I occasionally saw ele-
phants doing this. It appeared to me
almost like some kind of a ritual. I
also noticed that when finding very old
bones and skulls, there were no tusks
lying among them, or sometimes only
pieces of old ivory. I found bite marks
on the old pieces, and my Bushman
tracker told me that porcupines eat
old ivory.

NORMALLY, THE old-time Bushmen
in Botswana will eat meat from only
certain parts of the elephant and will
not eat any meat that has been cut
from an elephant by people from other
tribes. I have tried eating elephant
meat, but find the taste quite revolt-

ing – similar to the musty smell you
experience when getting close to ele-
phant. The only part that doesn’t taste
too bad is the heart. The trunk is as
tough as leather and has to be cooked
for a few days. Not for me!

When crossing a river, elephant are
normally big enough to keep their heads
above water, but when it gets too deep,
they keep walking, fully submerged ex-
cept for the tips of their trunks. They
can also swim, blowing themselves up
by inhaling to keep afloat.

ELEPHANT CAN WALK extremely long
distances, and tend to do so when
some from the herd have been shot
for raiding crops or causing damage.
They seem to have a good memory in
this respect. A good tracker can tell if
an animal is walking fast or running by
the length of the stride and digging in
of the toes. The feet of elephants vary
according to the size and sex of the an-
imal. Bulls have larger feet than cows
and their ‘treads’ are coarser. Big, old
bulls’ tracks are ‘worn at the heel’. The
front foot is almost round, while the
back foot is a bit smaller and more
oval. When they are walking normally,
the track of the back foot partly covers
that of the front one. When in a hurry,
the tracks are further apart, and when
running they are much deeper and
even further apart, sometimes leaving
sort of skid-marks in the sand.

When a baby elephant is aban-
doned or the mother has been shot,
it is fairly easy to capture simply by
hanging on to its tail until it stops
dragging you around. After that it will
normally stand, and then follow you if
you walk away, apparently accepting
you as its new protector and friend. I
had a little chap for a while and it used
to follow on my heels, holding on to
my hand, just like a little child. Quite
often other nursing elephant cows will
adopt an abandoned orphan calf and
allow it to suckle along with their own
calf. Elephant have very long memor-
ies and, after being raised by you, will
know you for a long time after having
returned to the wild.

Theywon’t notice
your approach, as
long as you don’t
jumparound
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A chance meeting with Gary
Barnes at HuntEx had me
asking about the progress
on the new RSA action –
I had been pestering him

about it since hearing of its develop-
ment some three years earlier. He
smilingly responded that there was a
prototype available for viewing at the
Wildman stand. I headed over there,
and at my request, it was finally placed
in my hands.

I was not disappointed. Let me
begin with the bolt. It has three lock-
ing lugs in cloverleaf formation, very
similar in design to the Voere K14/15

series. The bolt shaft is very much
thicker than the standard Mauser type,
for greater rigidity, having the same
diameter as the outer periphery of the
three locking lugs. The bolt started
out as a solid cylinder from which the
steel at its head was machined away to
leave the three locking lugs remaining,
their outer diameter being the same
as, or slightly smaller than, that of the
cylinder. It is the push-feed type. The
lug that aligns with the ejection port is
fitted with a spring-loaded extractor,
again very similar to that of the Voere
design. The bolt rotates through some
60˚ to 65˚ and provides strong cam-

ming action with adequate leverage to
extract tight cases.

The bolt-face is deeply recessed
and a spring-loaded plunger is located
opposite the extractor to flick out the
cartridge case as it clears the port
during extraction. The steel surround
formed by recessing the bolt face pro-
vides added support for the case head,
which is a welcome safety feature for
target and long-range shooters who
push their reloads to the limits.

The safety is a Winchester M70 type
lever turning through 45˚ which, when
in the forward position, clearly exposes
a red “F” for Fire. The safety lever

New
MusgraveRSA

by SEAN I’ONS
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pivots laterally within a special 45˚
recess cut into the flat top of the unu-
sually-shaped bolt shroud. The cock-
ing piece protrudes from the shroud,
Mauser style, when cocked, forming a
clearly defined cocking indicator. The
cocking piece is smaller in diameter
than Mauser’s – apparently to reduce
the weight of the firing pin assembly
and improve lock time.

THE RECEIVER looks more Mauser
inspired than original RSA, though at
a cursory glance, the rifle retains the
Musgrave’s typical robust appearance.
Later, I was on the phone to Dirk du
Plooy, who informed me that the action
bottom is not rounded like many cur-
rent cost-cutting designs, but flat, and
is in fact an exact footprint of the K98.
This is good thinking, as the new RSA
can be dropped directly into any K98
inletted stock, thus ensuring wide avail-
ability of stocks and varied options, not
to mention reduced manufacturing
costs should owners want to upgrade.
The receiver top is rounded and uni-
formly level, obviating stepped scope
bases, and its rear is long enough to
permit full contact with the rear base,
leaving no overhang above the port
area as is common with K98 bases. This
ensures fast, easy and unobstructed
top-loading of the RSA’s magazine.
The bolt release lever is in the typical
Mauser position, only the bolt-stop
operates within a longitudinal groove
on the bolt shaft, arresting the bolt’s
rearward travel on contacting the ‘blind’
end of the groove behind the bolt-head.

The lever is pressed inward to release
the bolt, unlike the Mauser’s which is
tugged outward.

The magazine and trigger-guard
assembly are K98 based: one-piece
design, well tried-and-tested. Dirk
informed me that the magazine capa-
city has been increased; had I filled it
with rounds during my cursory inspec-
tion, I would probably have noticed, but
that’s not the thing to do on the exhibi-
tion floor at HuntEx.

THE TRIGGER currently fitted is the
familiar and widely used Timney K98
Standard; it released crisply at about
a 3lb pull. Dirk says they are consider-
ing introducing a Timney Target trigger
to some of the future products once
development is completed.

He also said that, before they com-

mence production in volume, they’d be
making a few small modifications such
as beefing up the bolt knob and bolt
handle, and straightening it slightly to
better fill the slot in the stock, since it
needs to fit the K98 stock design.

THE MUSGRAVE logo has been stamped
on the prototype’s bolt shaft; but on the
production rifles this will be elegantly
executed, possibly sand-blasted as
on the current Musgrave non-rotat-
ing extractor claws. The new RSA will
be offered in all the current Musgrave
models from Field to Varmint, as it is
intended to replace the current VZ24
based rifle once those stocks run out.

The prototype sported an attrac-
tively figured Field Deluxe stock with
Musgrave’s signature ‘ribbon’ cheq-
uering crisply executed. The standard

The bolt head has three locking lugs in cloverleaf formation. The lug facing the ejection port
houses the extractor claw.
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cross bolt behind the recoil lug further
enforced the family resemblance. The
pistol grip cap is Musgrave’s standard
high quality design with impressed logo
in a brass insert.

All in all, the bulky, robust, ‘big gun’
Musgrave styling felt very familiar, and
the subtle refinements and improve-
ments to the safety features and lock
time are well integrated with a reliable
platform.

I am sure this bolt action will
find favour with the long-range
enthusiasts and competitive
shooters including perhaps
Veldskiet competitors. Hopefully
Musgrave will extend their RSA

range to include calibres currently
popular for these sports, ‘race ready’
off the shelf. The action has obvious
potential as a tactical rifle with detach-
able magazine and GRS type stock,
much in line with the current Voere
LBW Varminter model.

Workmanship at the new Ermelo
facility has been of a consistently high
standard, and if this is maintained, I
am sure this new RSA action will be
setting new records for South Africa’s
familiar brand. My choice would be for
one in full long-range format with 26"
Fluted Sendero profile chambered for
7mm Rem Mag or .300 Win Mag. I look
forward to testing such a production
version soon.

The author has no affiliation with the
Musgrave brand or Wildman Trading
stores whatsoever. More info is avail-
able on Facebook #musgraverifles.

Below: The bolt stop and release lever are in the Mauser position at the left rear of the receiver,
but operate by being pressed inward, not levered outward.

cross bolt behind the recoil lug further
enforced the family resemblance. The
pistol grip cap is Musgrave’s standard
high quality design with impressed logo
in a brass insert.

All in all, the bulky, robust, ‘big gun’
Musgrave styling felt very familiar, and
the subtle refinements and improve-
ments to the safety features and lock
time are well integrated with a reliable
platform.

find favour with the long-range
enthusiasts and competitive
shooters including perhaps
Veldskiet
Musgrave will extend their RSA

Left: The bolt head. Note the massively thick bolt shaft, from which metal was machined to form
the three locking lugs with the same outer diameter as the bolt shaft.
Right: The bolt shroud with safety lever.
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Pedersoli’sBlack
PowderDouble

by MALCOLM COBB

Howwell are the barrels regulated?
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I suppose it had to happen. Back in November 2015
Magnum published an article concerning a Pedersoli
double muzzle-loading rifle in .72-calibre. The owner
had worked on the loads a bit and ended up with a
group suitable for hunting, but never mentioned what

size the group was. Since any group produced by a black pow-
der rifle is interesting (to me at least), I wrote a piece about it
called Group Therapy, published in the March 2016 issue. The
next twist of fate came when I was talking to a young fellow
up in Pretoria who was having an interesting time guarding a
TV crew up in the northwest, somewhere along the Botswana
border. He had also carried a Pedersoli double along with him
in the bush and declared that there was nothing like it for
informal hunting and utility.

The said rifle looked quite the sort of thing the Voortrek-
kers would have used. Now the particular point about any
double is that it is intended for fast action, instinctive shoot-
ing. I sighted on a flower pot out in the garden and snapped
the rifle to my shoulder, eyes closed. Always a good test of
a gun’s fit. When you open your shooting eye, it should be
looking along the sights, right at the object you sighted on.

It wasn’t. I was staring at the back of the rear sight base.
Cautiously extending my neck while holding the gun steady
revealed the flower pot, pretty much behind the front sight,
which was at least encouraging.

“So what size groups do you get?” I asked.
He raised two balled fists held together. “About this,” he

replied, “sixty yards max in thick bush. That’s what these
doubles are intended for.” “Fair enough,” I responded, but
both barrels must shoot together well under 5" at that range
to be of any use, I thought.

THE WHEEL OF FATE continued to turn. Two weeks later, my
local gun shop rang up to say that someone had traded in a
Pedersoli double in .577. Reasonable nick. Was I interested?
Well, of course, it never helps to display too much interest on
these occasions as it is likely to cause the price to go up. Better
to feign a lack of interest for a while to get the price down a bit.
I counted up to twenty and said, “I’ll take it!”

When I got it home, (rather less than half an hour after the
phone call) this Pedersoli also gave a splendid view of the very
similar sight base when snapping it tomy shoulder using instinct
shooting. I fixed that by tapping out the factory Lyman sights
and replacing them with a much lower open “V” from a vintage
English sporter and matching them with a lower front sight and
suddenly, there was the fit and balance I was looking for.

Perhaps I should mention that it is a particular point with
British double rifle manufacturers that both barrels should
shoot together at 70 yards or so, and when I say “shoot
together” I mean using the single rear and single front sight
found on British doubles. Doubles rifles are “regulated” to do
that, which is why they cost so much.

Now these Pedersoli muzzle-loading doubles are
remarkably cheap compared to the top-end doubles made

The Pedersoli is finished with quite a bit of pretty
engraving but the polished lock-plates are too bright
for the bush. Note that the nipples screw directly into
the barrels.
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by Holland & Holland and West-
ley Richards and Co. The big worry
is therefore that Pedersoli have
worked around the regulating prob-
lem by providing two backsights,
which I gather are intended to be
used as one per barrel. Some people
aren’t bothered about that, but then
again, some people put Coke into
single malt Scotch. More on this later.

The other thing I didn’t like much
was the bright shine on the lock-plates.
Maybe they were intended for helio-
graphing Zeppelins when in distress
or some-such, but they just didn’t look
right. Maybe they were stainless or
(horror of horrors) chrome plated? A
couple of dabs of bottled blueing com-
pound soon showed that they were reg-
ular steel and would take colour. Real
gunsmiths may look away at this point.
After a couple of days of inattention,
the dabs started to produce a
bit of a reddish rust-finish hue
among the grey-blue mottled
fingermarks which looked so
much like regular case hard-
ening, that I left them as they
were.

Real gunsmiths may now
resume the story.

The only worthwhile test
lay in finding out how the
double would perform on
the range, so we set up a
target at sixty yards and,
not knowing how the piece
would recoil, elected to shoot
offhand, using a camera tri-
pod as a temporary rest. Our idea was
to look as much as Graeme Wright in
Shooting the British Double Rifle as
possible, just in case anybody asked
what we were doing.

Four styles of bullet had come with
the rifle, some round balls, a jacketed
hollow-point in a sabot and two kinds
of softish lead Minié type balls, one
being more modern; the other more
19th century.

Now the Pedersoli .577 has a 1 in
48" rifling twist which is intended for
Minié balls and not round
balls. We tried the round
balls anyway but they did
not group well, which sort of
proved the point.

Regrettably, the use of
the jacketed sabot rounds
is against my personal belief
system, so we elected to
use the 19th Century Minié
as being more spiritually
suitable, anointed with my
own tallow/beeswax mix.
Using 80gr of Wano FFg,

we engaged the target. The double
fired first time, had no hang-ups and
the lube worked fine and nothing got
stuck, firing each barrel alternately in
proper double rifle style; deluxe shoot-

ing really, as the heavy double barrels
absorbed the recoil.

The group we got, firing offhand
at 60 yards with guesswork loads and
open sights, measured 3" high by 3"
wide, and that’s both barrels using the
one sight. Not bad at all and maybe we
could improve on that off a rest. However,

moving the target back to 100 metres
started to move the groups produced by
each barrel some distance apart. What
we wound up with were two 4" groups,
about 6 inches apart on centres, or in
simple terms, an overall group about 4"
high and 8" wide which in all conscience
is not good shooting.

However, Graeme Wright’s book has

Right: The pair of factory Lyman sights sit
very high and are easily replaced with an
older style, single open V-sight for a lower
and faster shooting profile.

Below: The group, fired offhand at sixty
yards, open sights, with each barrel alter-
nately measured 3x3 inches overall, and
not too bad for the first time out. The pat-
ched holes are from the .575" round ball,
which didn’t do well.

Bullets (L-r): The traditional 520gr Minié
which shot well; a sabot-style jacketed hol-
low-point; a 285gr .575" round ball and a
570gr more modern flat base.
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an interesting diagram of how double
rifles may be regulated by varying
either the bullet weight or the velo-
city. The theory is that a heavier bullet
recoils more than a light one, but since
the barrels are not on a common axis,
the right barrel will throw outwards,
more to the right and the left barrel will
similarly throw to the left. Conversely,
a lighter bullet and a heavier charge
should result in less barrel time, so
should throw more towards the centre-
line and bring the groups together.

Without doubt, the Pedersoli will
take a lot more than 80gr of powder as
the recoil is moderate and we may need
to up the charge to regulate the barrels
further, this will improve the ballistics
all round. At 1200fps, it would produce
1700ft/lbs of energy, adequate for small
to medium, non-dangerous game.

The Pedersoli was quite impressive.
Normally, the old, original black pow-
der arms require a death struggle to
get them to shoot at all, so this was in
some ways rather an anti-climax when
it performed perfectly.

ONE MINOR POINT. Presumably for
production reasons, the Pedersoli isn’t
breeched the same way that origi-
nal doubles were. Normally we would
expect to see two separate breechplugs
with the nipples seated behind what
are called ‘fences’ to protect the eyes.
I may be wrong, but this Pedersoli
breeching looked solid, with the breech
hooks machined into the ends and the
nipples threaded straight into the top of
the barrel. This means that the chan-
nel connecting the nipple to the firing
chamber seemed to be excessively long

and produced a secondary chamber
under the nipple not present in the old
fashioned style of breeching.

I only mention this as, second time
out, I had a series of misfires as the sol-
vent and oil seemed to hang up under
the nipples such that I had to dry them
out to clear the blockage and get the
piece firing. However, since the piece
fired 100% the first time out, it was as
much my fault for not squirting a little
lighter fuel or other de-oiler through
before firing the second session; which
is good muzzle-loading practice anyway.

On the plus side, the hammers
on this piece were well positioned
and matched each other at full cock
(always a good test of the percussion-
ing) and the hammer faces were deeply
recessed, giving the eyes a lot of pro-
tection from the exploding cap.

The only thing left to be mentioned
is the rather fancy engraving on the
lock-plates. On my rifle this is a bear on
the one side and a bison on the other. A
buddy in Pretoria has a lion and a buf-
falo on his, which is much more suit-
able. However, I figure that if I took a
Dremel tool, I could add more hair to
the bear and make it look more like a
lion and maybe longer horns and less
hair on the bison would give it a more
‘African’ flavour.

I will let you know how it turns out;
or maybe not, if it doesn’t.

The Pedersoli, fired off a light rest, produced
surprisingly good results at 60 yards.
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On the fourth of September,
1974, a group of us stood
in a downcast mood
on the airstrip of the
International Airport at

Lusaka, Zambia. We were employees of
Zambia Safaris and en route to attend
the funeral of professional hunter,
Peter Hankin, who had been killed by
a lion. The details of his death were a
mystery. Our pilot ushered us into the
Beechcraft Baron and we took off for
Zambia’s western province. Crammed
into the tight confines were the com-
pany directors and several long service
professional hunters who had available
free time during our busy season.

During the flight my mind drifted
back to when Hankin and I had shared
a camp called Lilundie with the resident
hunter Adrian Carr. The experience left

me with an indelible memory of one of
Central Africa’s most popular profes-
sionals. Hankin was much older than
we were. His hair was silver and he had
a rather sophisticated look about him.

His advice was always given in a
humble fashion over a glass of whisky.
He told us about an interesting buffalo
hunt with an American client that took
place in Lilundie in years gone by. His
hunter, armed with a .458, had stalked,
shot and wounded an exceptionally
big-horned buffalo. After a full day on
the tracks and finding little blood sign,
Hankin noted that the bull had joined a
large herd that crossed the river into the
Luangwa National Park. The hunt was
called off and the buffalo recorded on
his client’s permit as ‘wounded and lost’.

The bull survived and a year later
was shot by another of his clients who

used a .375. Peter told his skinner to
recover the bullet as a memento for
the client. After the skinner had hacked
into the carcass, he held out his bloody
hand and revealed the client’s .375 soft-
nose bullet, plus an aged and blackened
.458 solid. Hawkin immediately asked
the skinner where the bigger round had
come from. The man pointed at some
offal that resembled the buffalo’s heart.
Closer examination revealed it to be a
shrivelled-up lung, where the earlier
hunter’s bullet had come to rest. It was
proof of the buffalo’s strong determi-
nation to survive, and of the poor .458
munitions of those days.

THE NEXT DAY we collected our Italian
clients from the Waka Waka airstrip. We
reached camp in the late afternoon. They
were a husband and wife who were to
hunt with Adrian. Their two middle-aged
guests were Max, who was to hunt with
me, and another gentleman who was to
hunt with Hankin. That night, the camp
took on a party atmosphere as they
drank wine and talked in their mother
tongue. Before dawn, with the crew and
hunting rifles on board our vehicles,
we split up and went in different direc-
tions. Max sat in the cab next to me. We
glassed puku, impala and water buck,
but passed them up. Later we followed
a well-worn track with a view over the
river, then stopped to stalk a hippo bull.
We got between it and the water’s edge.
The massive, pig-like body was covered
in deep scars. Max fired his .375 off the
shooting sticks. The first shot missed
the brain. Our nerves were on edge as
it charged towards us to reach the sanc-
tuary of the deep water behind. Max

Man-Eating
Lion

by GEOFF WAINWRIGHT
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cranked his bolt and fired two follow-up shots. The
hippo slumped to the ground and lay on its side.

My crew joined us and the four of us tried
without success to position it upright for the
record photos. We quit only when a Land Rover
nosed out of the tree-line and drove over the
sand towards us. Hankin’s face was framed
by the windscreen. He used the bumper of his
truck to roll our hippo over onto its belly. He had
taught me a trick of our trade and proved that I
still had much to learn! Fluent in the local tongue
of Chewa, he instructed his crew to remain
behind and help with the skinning.

We found some shade and enjoyed a picnic
lunch. His conversation never strayed far from
hippo hunts. He mentioned that when a hippo
bull is shot in the lungs with a heavy calibre bul-
let, it would sometimes instinctively leave the river for fear
of drowning. This would offer the hunter on land an easy
finishing shot. Over the lip of his tea cup, with a faraway look

in his eyes, Hankin also mentioned that he was in the process
of putting together a luxury photographic safari camp on the
Mwaleshi river in the northern part of the National Park.

THE DAYS HURRIED BY and our party’s safaris were on
track. Hankin seldom dined with us but nightly supervised
the kitchen, which was within easy ear-shot of the dining
room. His voice was always spiced with unusual varieties of
the Queen’s English mingled with the Chewa of the cooks
and waiters, who obeyed his every command. He was a man
of considerable culinary expertise and his variety of bush
dishes like bushbuck fillets and buffalo-tail stews were never
bland or uninteresting. As the waiters cleared the table, he
appeared out of the gloom, whisky in hand and inquired as to
the quality of each meal. After he had received our compli-
ments, he would disappear to sleep in his thatched hut where
he filled the night with his exuberant snoring.

The twenty-one day hunt came to a successful conclusion
and we drove our clients back to Waka Waka. Tired out by the
days activities, we spent the night at the field headquarters.
Peter was to leave the next morning to continue work at his
luxury photographic camp, so as we sat around the camp-fire

Joe Joubert (left) and Adrian Carr (centre)
who successfully hunted Hankin’s killer.

Peter Hankin with a 53 inch buffalo.
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that evening, we raised our glasses of whisky in salute to his
new venture. Adrian and I had no idea it would be the last
drink we would share with Hankin.

I stopped my day-dreaming as the pilot throttled back,
slowed, then banked around to circle Waka Waka to chase
warthogs off the runway, then landed. Gerry Hogg, the Field
Manager, greeted us and ushered us to the vehicles. As our
destination grew closer, the tribal drums grew louder. We
arrived at Chanjuzi, our company’s safari field headquar-
ters where we crossed over a rickety bridge and entered an
orchard. Here there were villagers in great numbers, seated
in melancholy silence in the shade of the fruit trees. The
drums still throbbed in the background.

We crowded into the citenje (a low-walled, thatched dining
room). Professional hunters had come in from the field to pay
their last respects. Belts of ammunition were still strapped to
their waists, and their dust-covered clients were at their sides.
The drums suddenly fell silent. Then, as one, we shuffled over
to Hankin’s grave. His black coffin rested over the opening in
the red earth supported by wooden poles. The Mission priest
stood with Bible in one hand and delivered his sermon. After
the remains were lowered into the ground a muzzle-loader
shot was followed by another and another and the drums took
up their rhythmic beat. The ground vibrated as feet stamped.
Dust rose and a trickle of sand fell onto the coffin. The chanting
and wailing of African voices carried far into they valley.

We took shovels and covered Peter with his beloved
Luangwa soil. The funeral befitted a respected chief. Then
we retired to the chitenji for the wake. Beer flowed and
tongues were loosened. The lion’s skinless head was brought
into the chitenji and amid complete silence Adrian related
the tragic events. After Peter had completed his camp, other
duties called. He left his .375 in the safe and drove to the
town of Chipata. On his return to Chanjuzie headquarters
he found the manager absent. Unable to collect his rifle,
he headed back to the comforts of his camp. As always, on
the first night he slept in the open under a sausage tree.
Late that night, he was abruptly disturbed when a lioness
uttered a deep-throated growl and with a swipe of her paw,
collapsed his net. Hankin sat up like an Egyptian mummy
swathed in bandages. He cursed loudly and watched as the
lioness slowly dissolved into the darkness.

On the second night, he abandoned his old habit and slept
in his tent. That night, with his camp silvered in the moon-
light, he snored, dead to the world. But the hollow-bellied
lioness, again on the prowl, tore and crashed her way through
the canvas, knocked him off his bed and onto the floor. For
a few seconds, there was a violent struggle. His terrified
shouts, mingled with deep-throated growls, woke the staff.
A single bite to his throat killed Hankin instantly. The lioness
dragged him out and began to feed.

The staff were terrified and unarmed. They crowded round
the fire until dawn. When it was light enough to see, Hankin’s
driver summoned the courage to go for help. After they had
received the message, Adrian arrived with his .416 Rigby. He
was accompanied by PH Joe Joubert and a Game Scout armed
with a Greener shotgun.

Wits sharpened, they approached the collapsed tent. The
lioness was party hidden by bushes and still on Hankin’s body.
The scout fired and she vanished into dense riverine cover.
They quietly tracked her for an hour then lost her spoor on
hard ground. Frustrated, they returned to the scene of the
tragedy, only to find her back. Joe shot her over Hankin’s
body with his Brno .458.

On closer examination, she was mangy and old. Her teeth
and claws were worn out. The old lioness had turned man
eater just to stay alive!

Peter Hankin’s grave at
Chanjuzie headquarters.
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Trekbokinthe
High-LowKaroo

by ANDRÉ GERBER

“Karoo farmers last century firmly believed in two varieties of springbok –
the lean trekbok and the fatter houbok (about fifteen pounds heavier),

which remained in one area.” 1955, LG Green, Karoo.

Looking north over Springfield’s high-low
country. David’s GSP, Chobe, joined me on
this particular scout.
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T he rain finally stopped at
4pm. Departing the farm-
house, we cut a straight
l ine across the basin
where the Suurbergspruit

fans out onto the vleilands of the
neighbouring farm, pushing hard
to reach the high-low plateau of
Springfield’s north-eastern cor-
ner before sunset. That morning’s
hunt south of the spruit had drawn a
blank when rain stopped play. I reck-
oned my brother-in-law Carel’s best
remaining chance of bagging a spring-
buck was on the hidden plateau. We
reached the southern besembos
ridges on the edge of the plateau, out
of breath, just as the sun was starting
its dive in the west. “Be ready Carel,

we’re about to enter springbuck HQ,”
I said. He grinned back at me.

Small herds of springbuck make
sporadic appearances on the northern
parts of my friend David’s farm. The
southern portion of the farm is moun-
tainous with a falling away and eas-
ing of topography towards the north.
Mountains give way to high-lying
undulating plateaus that ease off into
flat basins as the drainage flattens out
towards the Orange river 50km north.
Rocky koppies of ysterklip (dolerite)
are exposed on the edges of the high-
low country before the land drops and
fans out onto the lower lying basins.

According to David, the nomadic
and erratic nature of Springfield’s
springbuck make them trekbokke.

Fighting rams damage jackal-proof
boundary fences of meshed jak-
kalsdraad and in so doing, thwart
neighbouring farmers’ efforts to
control the movement and numbers
of the Karoo’s main antagonist, the
rooijakkals. It doesn’t take long for
nomadic springbuck to exploit weak
spots in damaged boundary fences.
Various trekbokke culling meth-
ods have been tried in attempts to
spare boundary fences, all in vain.
Trekbokke won’t bunch up when
herded by horsemen trying to drive
them towards waiting shooters;
instead they scatter in all directions,
later to congregate out of sight. The
most common way of culling nomadic
springbuck in the Karoo is by using
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spotlights at night in the manner of
springbuck harvesters. The success of
this method in and around Springfield
is limited by minimal farm roads on the
high-low plateau. Springfield’s spring-
buck avoid moving from the plateau to
the lower lying basins further north.

I first came across the term trek-
bok when I was a boarder at Marlow
Boys High School outside Cradock. All
pupils were boarders, most coming
from Karoo farms. Growing up in the
Gamtoos and later moving to the Lower
Fish River outside Grahamstown, I had
no idea what a trekbok was, since ours

was a world of bushbuck, duiker and
kudu. I initially imagined trekbokke to
be night wandering antelope similar in
looks to grey rhebuck.

A trekbok is a springbuck gone mad,
I was told. They have the spirit of the
wind, changing direction without warn-
ing. They chase ghosts of past migra-
tions and run off aftermoving shadows of
passing clouds. They won’t be boxed in.
Forget about trying to hunt them on foot,
they said, you’re unlikely to get a shot,
and if you do, it will be a very long one.

Carel and I slowly made our way
through the besembos up on the ridge.

The cold, damp weather made me
hungry. These springbuck are no easy
meal, I thought as my mind drifted
back to the ram I had shot earlier that
week, whose succulent back-straps
David’s wife, Ellen, had pan-fried for us.

I’d bagged that ram south of the
Suurbergspruit just a few days before
Carel and Hanri had arrived. Glassing
the wide expanse, I’d spotted a herd
of 15 springbuck about two kilometres
away. On spotting me, they ran off at a
frantic, flat-out pace, disappearing over
the horizon. There was none of that
graceful, hop-skip and jump of pronk-
ing springbuck, just a wild scramble to
get out of sight. Chances of success
seemed slim, until I spotted a lone ram
ranging to my left.

HE EYEBALLED ME as he fed out in the
open, in a slight depression, 500m
off. I slowly lightened my backpack by
removing the water bottle and cam-
era before venturing in the opposite
direction. A lack of cover between us
forced me to make a detour east and
then north before circling back through
some koppies covered with besembos.
By the time I got into position he had
disappeared. However, all was not lost,
as I spotted a small herd of springbuck
directly north of me. Six slowly made
their way eastwards towards a second
row of east-west striking koppies close
to David’s eastern boundary fence. The
distance was about 400m. They should
have picked up my scent on the fresh
southerly wind, but somehow remained
unalarmed. The herd slowly disap-
peared behind a dolerite koppie close
to the border fence.

I circled back to my water bottle
and camera before heading directly
east towards the fence before going
north along it. A secondary inter-
nal fence running east-west meets
the boundary line close to the kop-
pie where the springbuck had disap-
peared. Unmeshed internal fences do
not restrict the movements of trek-
bokke. I ventured east along this fence,
expecting to come upon the springbuck
behind a slight rise, when common

Springfield’s northern plateaus drop off into
flat, lower-lying basins. The trekbokke tend
to avoid these.

I shot my ram with a Howa .243, with a
Meopta 6-18x50 Meopro scope.
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sense stopped me. It would be silly to
stumble upon the springbuck. I hoped
for an unhurried shot.

So I backed off and began the
slow climb north along the boundary
fence, keeping a keen eye on the small
depression below the dolerite koppie
where I expected the springbuck to
be. The depression slowly came into
view, and lo and behold, there was the
white speck of a springbuck’s back. I
slowly dropped to my knees, looking
for a shooting position. I crawled to a
set of dolerite boulders and assumed
a comfortable sitting position, resting
the synthetic stock of the Howa .243
on a boulder, steadying the back end
on my daypack. My position was “bench
rest steady”, but did not afford a clear
view of the depression concealing the
springbuck – I could see only its north-
ern fringe.

I decided to play the waiting game,
searching the area north of the depres-

After rain had stopped play, we returned
later that afternoon and crossed the Suur-
bergspruit, where Carel got lucky.
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sion for emerging springbuck. In just
a few minutes, a good-looking ram
appeared, feeding slowly into view on
the far side of the secondary fence,
185m away. I had the cross-hairs
low behind his shoulder and when he
turned broadside, I fired. The ram
dropped on the spot. The angling wind
carried the 85gr Sierra HPBT Gameking
bullet slightly high and right of the
point of aim, resulting in a spinal shoul-
der shot. The ram was close to a farm
track, making retrieving easy.

Not so in Carel’s case. “Imagine
shooting a ram now,” I said as we

moved higher, closer to the windswept
plateau. We were a long way from
home with the sun setting fast and dark
clouds gathering north of us. Our reluc-
tance quickly evaporated as we entered
the last little ridge and spotted three
springbuck rams out on the plain next
to the jakkalsdraad boundary fence.
Initially I thought all three were on the
neighbour’s side. We leopard-crawled
through besembos and dolerite boul-
ders to get a clearer view.

Carel was using my Howa .243,
while I had my Sako 7x64. He got into
a shooting position among the rocks,

resting the rifle on his day bag; lying
left of him, I did the same. Two of the
rams were on the neighbour’s side,
taking turns to fight through the fence
with a beautiful local. I ranged them
at 308m. Carel got comfortable and
waited for the rams to part before he let
fly and missed. Launched at 3150fps,
the 85gr Sierra drops 17cm at 300m
when zeroed at 200m. Carel’s holdover
had been insufficient. This confirmed
in my mind that the chances of killing
cleanly diminish progressively beyond
200m.

THE RAMS instantly scattered in all
directions. Confused, the one on our
side rushed directly towards us. A
besembos just ahead of us hid his
approach. Anxiously, we lay in wait.
Suddenly, he swerved broadside and
sprinted across our left flank, gradually
slowing to a nervous trot, then came
to an abrupt halt. A tense moment of
silence was broken by the crack of the
Howa. The ram dropped instantly. Carel
had shot the ram with a tidy neck shot
at a distance of 162m.

Isolated raindrops struck our
cheeks as we stood next to the fallen
ram. Low-hanging clouds were mov-
ing in from the north, so we had
to get moving. Darkness and rain
descended as we stumbled through the
Suurbergspruit, halfway home. Tired
and wet, we arrived to the smell of
pancakes.

Carel made this shot from the
besembos covered dolerite out-
crop in the background. Range
was 162m.

Greywing francolin.
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I t so happens that Magnum’s
40th birthday coincides with my
40 years of collecting historic
guns. I owned rifles and shot-
guns from a young age, how-

ever, I really got into collecting only
when I was about 30 years old. This
was made possible by the arrival of
the first replica guns and black pow-
der loading accessories, which opened
up a whole new world of shooting. This
meant that all those old guns hang-
ing on farmhouse walls or stuck away
in dark cupboards could be cleaned
up, taken out and fired… as they were
made to do in the first place.

During the last 40 years I have been
a mountain man, confederate soldier,
cowboy, lawman, early African hunter,
East Cape frontiersman and a host of
other personalities; all thanks to a love
of history, a collection of historical guns
and one heck of an imagination. I call it
a ‘door out of this world’. My newfound
love also gave me the opportunity to
meet people with the same interests
and to examine guns I’d never handled
before. Besides doing a lot more shoot-
ing, I enjoy going on living history hunts
where enthusiasts experience life in the
bush just as it was in days of yore.

MY VERY FIRST muzzle-loader was a
replica model of an 1841 Mississippi
rifle. This weapon was used in the
Mexican-American war (1846-1848) as
well as the American Civil war (1861-
1865). With it I shot my first antelope
taken with black powder. The slap of the
heavy .58-calibre Minié ball as it pole-
axed an impala ram forever hooked me
on black powder hunting. I was later to

40YearsofGun
Collecting

by ROBIN BARKES

Author admiring one of his collection.
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get a replica of the British Enfield rifle,
also from the Civil War, which I used
to shoot a red hartebeest bull. I later
bought a replica of the Confederate
States Army officer’s Spiller and Burr
‘cap and ball’ revolver and made the
correct flap holster. I even added the
‘CS’ stamp on the flap by using a vice
to press thick cardboard letters into the
wet leather. I was so pleased with it that
I promoted myself to a colonel of the
Confederate Army.

I have always loved gamebird
shooting, so pretty soon I owned a
double-barreled muzzle-loading shot-
gun. Back then, no Port Elizabeth gun
shop was interested in stocking muz-
zle-loaders, so I had to order the shot-
gun from a Johannesburg shop. When
I collected the package I was trembling
like an excited kid at Christmas! I knew
how to load black powder guns because
I read every book on the subject I could
get my hands on. On my first time out
with the shotgun, I bagged a brace of
guineafowl, and never again used my
modern shotgun for bird shooting.

DURING MY DAYS as a professional
hunter, a visiting American gave me
a Thompson Center Hawken style
.50-calibre caplock rifle. At first I used
ordinary balls, until I found out that
the special Maxi-ball was the correct
slug to use. Using well-greased Maxis
I have shot duiker, impala, bushbuck,
mountain reedbuck, and warthog.
However, although the Hawken became
my favourite gun I always felt it was
out of place in the African bush. In fact,
all my muzzle-loaders were “foreign”
and what I really wanted were guns
actually used in the early days of the
East Cape frontier. So began my end-
less search for original antique guns,
and eventually I obtained an old two-
barreled ‘Cape gun’. This gun is inter-
esting as it takes a winged bullet in its
two groove rifle barrel and a charge of
shot in the smooth barrel. I’ve bagged
a blesbuck with the rifle barrel and shot
a few gamebirds with the shotgun bar-
rel. Incidentally, from time to time I
had to borrow the extremely rare two-

wing mould from a country museum
and throw a batch of bullets. To back
up my Cape gun I carried an original
.60-calibre single shot pistol, just like
the old frontiersmen did. To complete
my African arsenal I added an origi-
nal 6-bore elephant gun with which
I brought down a huge bull giraffe.
Frederick Selous began his African
adventures using monster guns like
that and said they left him with a flinch
that remained with him all his life. I’m
afraid it had the same effect on me.

I have never understood why South
African enthusiasts steer clear of flint-

lock guns. I have never seen anyone
using these classic firearms at shoot-
ing matches, and the general opinion is
that they are too much trouble. I have
owned three flintlocks – two pistols
and an original Brown Bess musket. All
they needed was a bit of fine tuning, a
correctly case-hardened frizzen and a
sharp flint. The availability of different
size flints is a problem, but they can
be had if you put your mind to it. Dixie
Gun Works in the US have everything
a muzzle-loading man will ever need.
I once tried shooting Egyptian geese
with the Brown Bess, but all it did was

My gambler’s set of hide-
out guns. A .31-calibre
Pocket Colt and a .41-
calibre Derringer.

The .60-calibre double-barrelled
flintlock pistol is my favourite.
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to leave clouds of smoke in the air and
my friends rolling around with laughter.

Historically, muzzle-loaders were
replaced by breechloaders, and thus
my collection followed suit. The Westley
Richards capping carbine was probably
one of the first breechloaders to reach
our shores so naturally I had to have
one. When I finally added a ‘monkey
tail’ to my collection, I struggled to
perfect the combustible paper cart-
ridges that held powder, bullet and
wad. Anyway, I finally got the hang of
it and rolled more or less satisfactory
cartridges. One day I managed to drop
an inquisitive duiker that came running
to my homemade jackal call.

My collection was further enhanced
by the addition of an original sporting
Snider that had a German-silver trigger-

guard and butt-plate, and beautiful
yellow coloured woodwork. The barrel
was rather worn out, but the shallow
rifling was enough to steer a .58-cal-
ibre bullet to, and right through, the
very first bushpig I ever shot.

I HAVE ALWAYS owned a Martini-
Henry. Back in the early sixties
when I bought the rifle on a sale you
could still get .577/.450 cartridges
in packets of ten. I had quite a long
wait before I sourced black powder
to reload the cases. The only prob-
lem was that I could never hit any-
thing with the gun, even though I
wasn’t bad when it came to shooting
at a target. Anyway, my confidence

was restored when I eventually I got
my hands on a Martini cavalry carbine
and laid out a big kudu cow with it.
That little rifle kicked like a mule, but I
enjoyed moulding the long bullets and
loading the big bottle shaped cases,
even though the pesky Berdan prim-
ers were a pain to get out. Finally, the
ancient thin-walled cases all split, and
I started using modern turned brass
cases, but never really had much suc-
cess with them.

A DOUBLE RIFLE has a romantic cha-
risma to it, and finally owning one
in .45-70 was a dream come true.
Although not in a traditional African
calibre, it still made me feel like one of
the old famous big game hunters when

I slipped two fat, shiny cartridges into
the breech. I’d always loaded the cases
with black powder and a greased bullet,
but what gave me the creeps was the
fact that sometimes the bullet would
exit and take the top of the brass case
with it. I realised that if the torn off
section of brass was left unnoticed like
a sleeve in the barrel, it could lead to
trouble. Having no idea as to why this
was happening, the unused rifle stood
in my safe for a long time. Finally, I
found out that my home-made grease,
made from a mixture of animal fat and
beeswax, set hard in storage, welding
the bullet to the case neck thus caus-

Yup! Seventy-six
years old and still
playing cowboys.

An officer of the Cape Mounted Rifles with his
Martini-Henry carbine and trophies.

Left: My black powder cartridge rifles, from the top: a .577 Snider, .577/.450 Martini-Henry, .45-70 double rifle, .50-calibre Sharps.
Right: The southern made Spiller and Burr revolver was issued to confederate soldiers.
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ing it to fracture before the soft lead slug left it. I solved the
problem by using a lubricant made from a mixture of ALOX
bullet lube and Vaseline.

My interest in history has always drawn me to the guns
used in the American Wild West. I have, over the years,
owned ‘cap and ball’ revolvers of all calibres and sizes, and
also a Sauer and Sohn copy of the 1873 Colt six-shooter
which I use for cowboy action shooting and also carry while
hunting. Although I have fired many lever-action Winchesters

of different calibres, I have never owned one of these leg-
endry rifles and would love to hunt bushpigs with one.
However, I have owned a .50 Sharps rifle that would fold up
impala sized animals like a wet sack. The big bullets were
slightly overkill on the game I usually hunted for meat, but I
enjoyed showing off the Sharps on the range and guys would
line up to have a shot.

SADLY, THE GOOD DAYS are gone now, and new legislation
has killed the replica gun market. Whole clubs have closed
down because owners of muzzle-loading guns have to fork
up a fortune for a competency test to prove they know how
to use guns which they have been shooting for twenty years.
The ridiculous price of black powder these days hasn’t helped
either. Looking at an old SA Man magazine the other day,
I saw an advertisement for muzzle-loaders when they still
cost three or four hundred rand – the same guns that today
set you back thousands. I’m sorry that youngsters today will
probably never get into shooting historic guns, but the spirit
of a valiant few will not be broken and the thunder of the
guns can still be heard rolling across the veldt. I won’t be
here when Magnum celebrates its next 40 years but my guns
will still be around, and I hope the new owners get as much
pleasure from them as I did.

Some of the
game taken
with black
powder
guns.
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T he passion shown by hunters and shooters when
defending their chosen calibres never fails to
astonish me. Back in the mid-seventies, the “.45
versus 9mm Para” handgun debate raged, and
I read and listened to a great many heated dis-

putes. Just for the record, my carry guns were a .45ACP, a .38
Special snubbie and a .22 pocket pistol.

Meanwhile, in the hunting world, the “magnum versus
standard calibre” debate was in full swing, as was the “medi-
um-bore versus large-bore” dangerous game rifle (DGR)
debate which was essentially a .375 versus .458 issue.

These controversies raged for years, and I grew weary of
it, so I wrote an article for MAN-Magnum titled “Who Needs a
Magnum?” (Feb 1983). This was not to disparage small-bore
belted magnums (I owned a .300H&H myself) but to point
out that for the vast majority of non-dangerous game hunt-
ing, standard calibres were well up to the task and in many
cases were superior because their lower velocity caused less
meat waste and their bullets did not break up so readily (this
was before the advent of ultra-strong bullets such as Swift
A-Frame, Barnes-X or Rhino). I suggested that belted mag-
nums did not really merit the extra rifle weight, barrel length,
recoil, muzzle blast and higher ammo costs. The advantage of
a small-bore magnum is its ability to shoot heavy bullets (e.g.
220gr .30-calibres and 250gr .338s) to flatter trajectories, so
its usefulness lies in the long-range hunting of large, tough
game like gemsbuck in open country.

I wasn’t yet working for Magnum (I lived in SWA) so the
only reader-response I saw was a letter saying my article
brought to mind another debate of the day: “.30-06 versus
.308 Win”. However, it did draw indignant remarks from two
fellow South-Westers who were proud owners of 7mm Rem
and .300 Win Mags, and I recall being quite startled by their
ferocity.

The “.30-06 versus .308” debate also puzzled me. In all
bullet weights up to 180gr, the .308 lags some 100fps behind
the .30-06, which is of no practical significance. The .30-06
becomes superior only for those wanting to use 200 or 220gr

ChooseYour
Weapon!

by GREGOR WOODS

Within reason, calibre selection is not that important

Perhaps the three most venerated cartridges in Africa; L-R: 7x57,
9.3x62, .375H&H.
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bullets (.308 Win hunting ammo does
not come in these bullet weights due
to limited powder capacity). However,
most owners of these two cartridges
hunt with 150 or 180gr bullets, so they
really had nothing to argue about. But
that didn’t stop them!

A UN arms embargo on SA meant
imported sporting ammunition had to
come in “by the back door”, making
supplies limited and hideously expen-
sive. The SA army was fighting the
border war at the time, and our issue
rifle used the 7.62mm NATO round
(interchangeable with .308 Win). Con-
sequently, many local hunters chose
the .308 Win, figuring ammo would
always be available. ‘Contacts’ in the
army or local commandos saw to it that
7.62mm ammo was ‘cheap’ (nudge,
wink). But in some cases, once the
hunter had bought a .308, that ceased
to be his reason for having chosen it;
instead it was because the .308 Win
cartridge was the most efficient in its

class ever designed. And he would
defend it with much sound and fury
against advocates of the .30-06, calling
the latter an “inefficient old war horse”.

Around this time, my friend WA ‘Fifi’
Hundt (Windhoek gunsmith, ballisti-
cian and gun writer who, I’m saddened
to report, passed away just recently)
wrote an article for Magnum which was
an attack on the Colt Model 1911 pistol
and its .45ACP cartridge. Editor Tudor
Howard-Davies told me the response
was prompt, voluminous and vitriolic.
He published the least abusive letter

only, with a footnote saying it had been
shortened to avoid trouble from the
Publications Control Board! A seething
contributor submitted an article titled
“The Forty-Five Forever”, which was
followed by a reader’s letter remark-
ing on the amount of suppressed anger
the author seemed to harbour towards
critics of the Colt .45. At least I wasn’t
alone in being puzzled about the pas-
sion evoked by calibre criticism.

I wrote an article on carry guns for
personal defence (Sept ’84 edition) the
gist of it being that calibre is a second-

Tanzania, 1992. I gave this buffalo two lung
shots (some 10 minutes apart) followed by
a head shot, all with .375 FMJs. He got up,
charged, took two simultaneously-fired fron-
tal chest shots (one from my PH, also using a
.375 FMJ) before my last shot put him down
literally at my feet by breaking his shoulder.
And he still struggled to get up to continue
the fight. The .375 is a great all-rounder, but
for buffalo I want something that makes big-
ger holes through the vitals. Strongly reinfor-
ced expanding bullets bring it up to scratch.

Far left: The .303 and 7x57. In
southern Africa, the 7x57 is the
most venerated, while historical-
ly, the .303 has (unjustly) been
the most criticized as a hunting
cartridge. However, with 215gr
bullets, the .303’s penetration is
superior to that of the 173gr 7x57.

Centre: During the 1980s and ’90s,
controversy raged as to which was
superior: the .30-06 or .308 Win.

Left: The “medium bores”. These
are the ones on which hunters of
large dangerous game most dis-
agree. L-R: 10.75x68, 9.3x62 and
.375H&H.
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ary consideration. The right carry gun for you is the one you
can handle proficiently and shoot accurately, and which gives
you confidence – a hit with a .22 rimfire is better than a miss
with a .45. Tudor said Magnum received a near-apoplectic
response from the author of the “.45 Forever” article, which
they declined to publish.

In July 1985 Magnum asked me to write on weapons for
farm defence in the context of guerrilla insurgency. This cov-
ered assault rifles in their variations, submachine-guns, shot-
guns, handguns, and of course the various calibres that went
with all these. I interviewed farmers in SWA’s border area and
military personnel involved in the border war, expressing a
variety of opinions. Magnum devoted more than two pages to
the widely varied reader response. The opinions were mostly
considered and unemotional – with one exception: a reader
took umbrage at my criticism of buckshot as a farm defence
load owing to its poor penetration of bush (or much else)
other than at extremely close range. He asked if I knew what
a single No 4 Buck pellet (American equivalent of AAA) does
to a bushbuck at 60 yards, and assured me that a guerrilla
insurgent hit by a single such missile, if still breathing, would
not be up to firing back. Well, we’re all entitled to an opinion,
but it was his tone that surprised me – clearly my view was
highly offensive to him.

In southern Africa, three calibres are regarded with
nothing less than veneration: the 7x57, the 9.3x62 and the
.375H&H. Not long after I became a full-time editor at Mag-
num, we published an article that contained a remark about
the .375 that was less than reverent. The onslaught of mail
which followed was swift and hostile, and I perceived that hell
hath no fury like the owner of a calibre scorned. I sometimes
think the reason gun-owners react so emotionally to any sug-

gestion their calibre might be less than supreme, is that they
interpret this as implying they’ve made a wrong choice.

Over the years, I had written at least two articles which
sang high the praises of the 7x57 (I inherited my first 7x57
at age fourteen). Then I wrote a third titled “The Bell Tolls for
the 7x57”. This was more a warning against the use of light
calibres on large animals, than a criticism of the 7x57 (the
‘Bell’ in the title was a play on Karamojo Bell who used one
to shoot elephants). However, I made the mistake of saying
there was nothing magical about it – a .30-06 with 220gr
bullets can do everything the 7x57 can, and much more. This
was not well received. Magnum had violated the sacrosanct.
One reader’s response came close to implying that I had gone
across to the dark side.

I OWNED A 9.3x62, hunted with it for years, and I doubt
if any Magnum writer ever praised it more highly than I.
Though it is adequate for buffalo, most African countries
required a minimum calibre of .375 for use on dangerous
game (the 9.3mm is a .366). So I sold my 9.3 Oberndorf
Mauser to have a custom .375 made-to-measure by SA’s
finest craftsmen of the day. Some readers’ letters gravely
implied that this was tantamount to apostasy!

It is in the arena of dangerous game hunting that feelings
run highest. Here, in the crucible of combat, a man stakes
his life on his rifle and he must trust it as he trusts his own

“Large medium bores”.The .404 Jeffery (extreme left) was about 200fps
behind the others as loaded by Kynoch, but the Germans loaded it up
to .416 ballistics. With the right bullets, there is little to choose bet-
ween these cartridges ballistically. L-R: .404 Jeffery, 11.2x72 Schuler,
.425 Westley Richards, .416 Remington, .416 Rigby, .416 Nitro Express.
The .416 Remington is reported to have been downloaded since first
introduced.

Any one of these six cartridges is suitable for hunting large dangerous
game in all circumstances. L-R: .458 Win Mag, .458 Lott, .460 Weatherby,
.470 NE, .500 Jeffery, .505 Gibbs.
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hand. It is now that a man will pore over
charts of terminal ballistic values, and
smile smugly on noting that his .500 Jef-
fery scores a single value point higher
than the .505 Gibbs. It is also here that
young men turn to the old hands, the
career professionals, to learn what cal-
ibres they used – for what better than
the voice of experience?

Well, in the course of my work dur-
ing these past 30 years, I have proba-
bly met more professional hunters and
game rangers than most men have, a
good many of them old timers whose
careers spanned the “golden era” of
African hunting. And, naturally, we dis-
cussed the inevitable subject of calibre
choice. And you know what? It’s all
humbug. Any ten such men might have
used ten different calibres. And do you
know why? Because all of those calibres
work well enough. In the right hands,
and with the right bullets, any post-
1900 smokeless-powder cartridge that
is appropriate for hunting African dan-
gerous game, from 9.3x62 up to .600
Nitro Express, is adequate for hunting
the Big Five and for stopping charges.

The fact that a long-experienced PH
or game ranger used a particular car-
tridge doesn’t necessarily mean that
he tried out several others before mak-
ing his choice. In most cases he was
issued with a certain rifle early in his
career as a game ranger or cropper,
gained experience with it, found that
it worked for him, and stuck with it. Or,
during his PH apprenticeship, a men-
tor gave him advice based on personal
experience; he followed it and found
that the calibre did all he required of
it, which convinced him the advice was
good. Had he known a different mentor
who’d advised him to use a different
cartridge, he would probably have been
equally satisfied with that. In many
cases, financial restraints meant the
apprentice couldn’t afford to be choosy,
so he bought whatever second-hand
rifle happened to be going for a reason-
able price at the time, without having
much say in the calibre. It did the job;
he grew familiar with it and saw no rea-
son to change.

After supplies of Kynoch ammo ran
out, about the only choices Africa’s

professionals had, especially during
the decades of arms embargoes and
sanctions against Rhodesia, SA and
SWA, were the .375 and the .458.
Again, hunters found that for the most
part, these calibres worked for them,
and today, if you ask their advice, they
will recommend what they have always
used – but it wasn’t necessarily a mat-
ter of choice. It seems it is only when
someone criticises a calibre that its
owners become so impassioned.

Moreover, the advice of most old
timers was based on their experiences
during an era when bullet construction
wasn’t what it is today. Bullet failure
during that era was what gained the
.375H&H its reputation as a contro-
versial cartridge; likewise the 9.3x64
Brenneke. Many chose the big-bores
for their slow, heavy bullets which
mostly held together once steel-jack-
eted FMJs became the standard. They
passed this advice down and it became
lore. Today’s specially reinforced bullets
have changed matters.

IN MY OWN CASE, I don’t hunt ele-
phants; my biggest game is buffalo.
I did try out different DGR cartridges.
But the reason I went from a .375 up
to a .458 Lott was simply that, all else
being equal, the .458 causes more
rapid blood-loss than the .375, killing
quicker on heart-lung shots. A bad
experience on buffalo with .375 FMJ
‘solids’ convinced me that bigger holes
through the vitals were an advantage.
Nevertheless, I’d be quite happy to
hunt buffalo with my .375 using the
best modern 300gr or 350gr reinforced
expanding bullets rather than FMJs.

Also, many hunters formed rigid
opinions based on a bad experience
with a given calibre. No doubt many
such opinions were unjustified – other
factors may have been responsible.
Such hunters can influence youngsters
who form prejudices though never hav-
ing used the cartridge.

But would it not be a dull world
indeed, if we all agreed? Campfires
(and gun magazines) just wouldn’t be
the same!

Left: 7mm Rem Mag and 7x64 Brenneke. The big belted magnum offers little ballistic advantage
over the standard calibre, yet is attended by certain practical disadvantages.
Centre: 8x57 and .30-06. Given similar bullets in each case, anyone making an argument favou-
ring one over the other is flogging a dead horse.
Right: .300 Win Mag and .300 WSM (Winchester Short Magnum) – there is no practical ballis-
tic difference between the two. Former Winchester ballistic engineer Walter Engel said of the
.300WSM:“It’s about as necessary as female appendages on a bull.”
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In 1965, the Matopos Game
Reserve in the Matopos Hills,
just outside Bulawayo, Rho-
desia, was a beautiful place.
Run super-efficiently by the

Department of National Parks & Wildlife
Management, it combined breathtaking
scenery with an abundance of wildlife.
Only elephant and lion were absent.

A healthy population of sable antelope
made it their home.

Freshly out of the BSA police depot
in Salisbury, we took a break from the
driving school in Bulawayo and three
of us headed out to Matopos to spend
the day among the animals in this most
beautiful of reserves. Fifty years later, I
can still call it that.

After an hour or so of game view-
ing, we looked across to where we had
come close to part of the perimeter
fence and saw three young, but large
sable bulls and what appeared to be a
fourth, bloated and dead at their feet.

Stopping the vehicle, we talked
among ourselves and decided to try to
find out why this animal had died.

SableAntelope,Dangerous?
You#*&%@Bet!

by CHRIS PARGETER
i l lustration FRED MOUTON
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The hundred and fifty odd metres
separating us from the sable was all
open grassland. Leading the way, with
my two mates trailing a little behind,
I headed for the animals. When about
75 metres or so from them, two of the
animals ran off in panic, leaving one
alone with the dead one.

My knowledge of wildlife at that
stage was absolutely zero. That the one
had stayed for a reason, i.e. to protect
its comrade, albeit dead, did not mean
anything to me at all! A few more steps
and the remaining bull put his head
down and charged!

I instinctively turned and ran; I had
passed a small dwala – a low, small
dome of weathered rock, on the way
and headed for that; not that I thought
it would help much. As I was running,
I slipped on the dry, brittle msasa tree
seed-pods and twigs and fell forward.

I felt an object thrust up against my
backside and realized that the bull’s
nose or forehead had connected.

Scrambling on all fours, I reached
the dwala, ducked around it and found
the sable snorting and facing me on the
other side. It was a very small and low
dwala and we were only two or three
metres apart.

Facing this very angry animal and
knowing there was nowhere else to run
and that he could very easily just jump
over the dwala, I simply froze.

IT WAS THEN that I suddenly realized
that he was just as scared as I was! The
look of fear was plainly evident! He had
no intention of coming round or jump-
ing over the dwala. He had committed
himself totally but was now unsure
what to do.

I simply stood up and backed off
very slowly. He remained where he
was and was still there when I reached
the vehicle and the game warden, who
drove up as I got to the road.

Looking very sternly at me, he
looked over to the still motionless sable

and read what had happened. I was
shaking and my knees and hands were
bloody from the sharp seed pods and
twigs. My two companions had climbed
a nearby koppie, but soon came over
to join us.

NOT A WORD was said by the warden;
he simply looked at me and shook his
head before driving over towards the
bull and the dead animal beyond.

By stumbling and falling on my
knees, the horns that were thrust at
my back passed over and missed;
only the forehead or nose connecting
with me. Literally a matter of a split
second!

During the next fifty odd years as
prospector, hunter, cropper and ranger,
I had ample opportunity to shoot sable,
especially at Victoria Falls where I lived
for seven years; but never did. They
are, excluding black lechwe and a
couple of other such rarities, the only
buck I have not shot. I owe them.
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Ialways read with great interest
the articles by well-known pro-
fessional hunters telling of their
being charged by wounded an-
imals. It always takes me back to

my first charge by a leopard on our fam-
ily ranch, which almost ended my career
as pro hunter even before it began.

It was in the summer of 2002, in
northern Namibia. A single male leopard
had taken a liking to my father’s goats
and was wreaking havoc among them.
After numerous attempts to end this cat’s
career by baiting and setting traps had
proved fruitless, I decided to approach it
Jim Corbett style. Now, I should mention
that, being 19 years old at the time, I’d
had numerous encounters with lions, and
did not consider this leopard to be more
than a big cat with similar traits.

So, close to the area where the cat
had made his last kill, I set up a live
goat in a makeshift cage made of chick-

en-mesh and covered with freshly cut
blackthorn shrubs, positioned about 50
yards from a big mopani tree. Then I
climbed the tree and made myself as
comfortable as I could on a limb about
10 feet above the ground. I had a good
view of the goat and surrounding area.
Not wanting to scare the cat off with
artificial light, I trusted in the light of
the full moon that was due to rise about
an hour after sunset.

WHAT FOLLOWED proved to be one of
the most uncomfortable nights I have
ever endured, with buzzing and stinging
mosquitoes draining my blood drop by
drop and my legs going to sleep on the
hard surface of the branch. The occa-
sional appearance of a snooping spot-
ted hyena made my heart skip a beat,
and owls swooping by and sitting in the
branches above me kept me awake and
alert. Finally, the silence of the early

morning hours got the better of me and
I dozed off, only to awaken to the loud
bleating of the terrified goat.

The leopard had managed to break
open my makeshift cage and was drag-
ging the goat away, its jaws firmly
clenched around the unfortunate an-
imal’s neck. Foolishly, I pulled off a hur-
ried shot in the pale light of dawn, hit-
ting the big cat too far back to do any
serious damage to his vitals. With leaps
and bounds and emitting a series of
deep grunts, the leopard disappeared
into the nearest thicket of blackthorn,
mopani shrub and acacia.

I sat in the tree for the next 20 min-
utes, listening intently, before I reluc-
tantly climbed down and started stretch-
ing my aching legs. I waited another 20
minutes or so for the light to improve
before I walked over to the spot where
the cat had disappeared. I checked and
rechecked that my rifle’s magazine was

Leopard
Charge!

by MARIUS BURGER
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full and that I had a round in the cham-
ber. I disengaged the safety catch and
continued on my foolish course of track-
ing the wounded cat by myself.

Everything was deathly silent; not
even the usual morning birdsongs were
to be heard. With my mouth dry and
my heart pounding in my ears, I fol-
lowed the spoor made by the fleeing
leopard. The tracks led straight into
the thicket. I stopped every few paces
to listen and study the tangled foliage
ahead. Finding the first spatters of
blood about 15 metres along the trail, I
followed. Only a very few droplets and
smears of blood adhered to the lower
leaves of the mopani shrubs.

I HAD PROGRESSED about 60 metres
along the spoor when it happened. All
I remember was a blur coming at me,
accompanied by the most evil mix of
grunts and deep growls. There was no
time to shoulder my rifle; I just pointed
the barrel towards this ball of fury and
pulled the trigger.

The leopard hit me mid-body,
knocking me down and taking the wind
out of me. I swung round, gasping for
air, chambered another round as fast
as I could work the bolt and aimed at
the leopard lying a few feet away from
me. He was moving his jaw in a biting
motion but I knew he was dead – his
eyes were staring beyond me.

I MUST HAVE sat there for at least an
hour before getting up and approach-
ing the dead leopard. He was a beau-
tiful, fully grown male in his prime.
The 300gr Hornady Interlock from my
trusty .375H&H Winchester Model 70
had taken him squarely in his mouth,
breaking his jaw and going on to sever
the spine where it joined the skull. I
was lucky indeed.

In subsequent years, I have fol-
lowed up numerous leopards wounded
by clients. I have used rifles in cal-
ibres ranging from .30-06 to .470NE.
I have also used shotguns – doubles
and semi-autos, loaded with buckshot
and slugs, but I came to the conclusion
that shotguns are for birds. To date,

the most effective rifle I have used on
both leopard and lion is a double-bar-
relled side-by-side in 9.3x74R fitted
with a red dot reflex sight for quick
target acquisition, and loaded with
250gr North Fork bullets. The recoil
is mild, making it very effective for a

well-placed second shot and this com-
bination gives me an advantage over a
shotgun when I have to take a longer
shot at a fleeing cat.

I wonder how many hunters have
paid dearly while similarly learning by
trial-and-error?

The skull of the
leopard.

Author with the
stock-killing leopard.
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H istory most frequently
dictates how the bound-
ary lines between tribes,
nations or political group-
ings come into being, often

influenced by the geography of that
part of the world. These boundaries
are very fluid and as the years pass, so
these boundaries ebb and flow accord-
ing to the changing circumstances of
the times. So it is on the east bank of
the Josini Dam in present day north-
eastern Zululand.

The Act of Union in 1910 saw the
Transvaal’s south eastern boundary

follow some rather unusual courses,
mainly for what were thought of as ‘log-
ical’ reasons. A long narrow spur of the
old Transvaal jutted east towards the
sea, being stopped in that direction by
the province of Natal, at the top of the
kranses of the Lebombo mountains. To
the south, the Pongola river formed the
boundary between the two provinces.
To the north of the spur lay the sover-
eign state of Swaziland.

Now the Transvaal Department
of Nature Conservation (colloquially
known to all as Fauna and Flora) had
established a game reserve at the

extremity of this spur, on the eastern
side of the road running into Swaziland,
making it a lovely, picturesque and eas-
ily patrolled area. Circumstances how-
ever, do not always remain the same.

In the early sixties, the wall of the
Josini dam was under construction in
the gorge of the Pongola river where
it cuts through the massive Lebombo
range; the dam being intended to
irrigate the thousands of hectares of
the Makhathini Flats immediately to
the east of the Lebombos. However,
on completion, this dam was never
allowed to fill. Rumour had it that

TheEastBank

Hunting (and poaching) on the banks of the
Josini dam in themid-1980s

Swazilandby MKHULU
i l l lustration ALAN WALKER
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KwaZulu-Nat
al

the wall was under-designed to hold
back the massive volume of water
that would accumulate when the dam
was full. Another story was that it
would push back up its tributary rivers
into Swaziland and that that country
objected to having its property incon-
siderately submerged. So the mighty
Josini Dam was allowed to fill, but to
little more than a puddle.

We will never know what the true
reasons were, but the Domoina floods
changed everything in a matter of a few
hours in late January 1984, when tor-
rential rains wreaked havoc in north-
ern KwaZulu-Natal, especially in the
catchments of the Mfolozi and Pongola
rivers. Centuries-old fig trees along
the course of these rivers were washed
away like matchsticks, national road
and train bridges were demolished and
thousands of hectares of farmland were
destroyed.

OVERNIGHT THE Pongola Game Reserve
was cut into two by a lake, a kilometre
or more wide, as a result of the waters
of a tributary of the Pongola pushing
back way into Swaziland. The west bank
was fine; the problem lay with the east
bank. The eastern shore was completely
cut off by the water to the south and
west, by Swaziland to the north and the
Lebombo kranses and Natal to the east;
the only access being by boat across the
lake. Poaching suddenly became rife,
especially from the people of Natal who
lived on the plateau above the
kranses.

The Lowveld Hunters
and Game Conservat ion
Association and the Trans-
vaal Department of Nature
Conservation soon reached
an agreement for the sale
of controlled hunting pack-
ages on the east bank of the
Josini Dam, ostensibly for
much needed culling pur-
poses, although the people
from above the kranses were
already doing this without
any problem at all. This idea,
in my assumption, was more

to provide a ‘presence’ across the lake
to indicate some semblance of control.

In this way, the east bank became
a hunting concession area. A hunting
party was intended to consist of a max-
imum of four “dedicated” hunters and
the duration was to be from Mondays to
Fridays. The package consisted of eight
wildebeest and twelve impala and was
payable prior to the trip. Registered
boats and helpers had to be supplied by
the hunters. A rudimentary but comfort-
able camp had been set up on the east
bank by members of the association
with the spot being well chosen for func-
tionality and convenience. The only infra-
structure supplied by the Department
was a cold-room, close to the adminis-
tration buildings on the west bank.

THIS WAS NOT A hunt for the faint
hearted. Not only was the game
exceedingly wild but once shot, it had
to be carried (or pulled or rolled) to the
water’s edge and then loaded onto a
boat. The boat would then carry the
carcass and helpers across to the west
bank, where it was loaded from the
boat onto a bakkie. The bakkie would
then carry the whole entourage to the
cold-room for the carcass to be off-
loaded and hung.

Manhandling the carcasses onto
the boat and then off again was quite
an operation at the best of times but
when the dam’s water level dropped
it became another matter completely

with thick glutinous mud at the water’s
edge adding to the overall frustration
and dirt on the carcasses. This opera-
tion, from loading the boat to getting
back to the east bank, could take as
much as two hours.

THE IDEAL WAS, of course, to shoot an
animal as close to the water’s edge as
possible. Easier said than done! Impala
were relatively easy to carry, but wilde-
beest were another matter. Themodus
operandi with a carcass that lay any
distance from the water, was to gut it
and use a pole with carriers at each
end, to carry it to the water’s edge
where it could be loaded onto the boat.
A carcass of a large animal could be cut
in two but this had the disadvantage
of requiring two trips. Numerous inge-
nious methods were devised. One idea
was to use an old wheelbarrow with a
wooden platform substituted for the
bin, with a rope in front, tied to sturdy
sticks acting as grips for the ‘pullers’.
‘Stretchers’ of various designs were
also devised because the ground rose
in a very steep incline to the base of
the kranses, with boulders and rocks of
various sizes in an almost wall-to-wall
tapestry of obstacles to wheeled traf-
fic, including trees and thorny tangles
ready to tear clothing and flesh. Even
today, when I am in the area, I look
across the lake and silently shake my
head.

IN THOSE DAYS, there were
no cell phones or 2-way radios
to make communications nice
and easy. In order to facilitate
“comms,” one of the hunters
would do duty on the boat. He
could then spot game, move
hunters who wished to relo-
cate and then ferry carriers to
wherever they were required.
Things, however, would get
interesting when the first ani-
mals needed transporting to
the cold-room from the east
bank as it was also his duty
to move as many animals at
a time across the water as

KwaZulu-Nat
al
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was considered safe. This was deter-
mined by the size of the boat and the
weather conditions, which could whip
up the waves on the lake to alarm-
ing proportions in a very short time.
Accidents did happen with overloaded
boats and at least two lives were lost.
Amazingly, one of the missing rifles
was recovered from the dry lake bot-
tom, years later in a time of drought.

As time went on, the animals in
the reserve became extremely wild.
The saying among the hunters was
that if you saw something in the

bush that appeared red and
was stationary, it was likely
to be an aloe. However, if it
was moving at an extremely
rapid pace, it was more likely
to be an impala. Most of the
wildebeest bagged already
carried shotgun pellets and
some even carried various
pieces of assorted metal such
as nuts, an indication of the
armament used by some of
the poachers. Not all of them,

continued on page 59

Ammunition for Damascus Barrels

In the June 2015 issue of Magnum an article about old
Damascus barrelled shotguns stated that these old guns
should only be used with the appropriate low-powered
shells.

I acquired a Webley & Scott 12ga built around 1900 but
with fluid steel barrels. I want to use the gun and would like
to know what shells can safely be fired in it. The gun has
2½-inch chambers. The condition of the barrel is good.

I was told that the ELEY No 7½ shells could be used. On
the box is printed 28 gram for 2½” 65/67mm chamber.
– Marius vanWyk, Gauteng

The gist of theMagnum article was that there were several
factors that made modern ammunition too powerful for these
old guns.
• The common occurrence of Damascus steel barrels in these

old guns which weren’t proofed for modern nitro ammunition.
• The lack of nitro proof marks, which, if British, should be

an “NP” or “Nitro” mentioned somewhere on the barrel flats.
• Using star crimp cases in short chambers that were

intended for roll crimp 2½” (65mm) length ammunition. The
star crimp unfolds into the forcing cones pushing up pressures.
• Using overly long 2¾” or 3” ammunition in such short

chambers. Just because you can get the breech closed on an
unfired round does not mean that it is safe to fire.
• Using a gun where the action has stretched because of

these overloads and is about to “let go”. It may not be com-
monly realised that most shotgun construction consisted of
brazing the barrels together and brazing is only one step up
from soldering for strength.

YourWebley & Scott with fluid steel barrels sounds as if it
avoids the first factors, but dating from around 1900may not
have a nitro-proof mark as thesemarks came in about 1904. It
is a goodmove to have a gunsmith check the gun out and see
what chamber length that you do have, because, as we say, we
have seen a number of shotguns which have been abused with
these overloads and are reaching a dangerously loose condition.
The classic load for the old time British shotgun is the

2½” case with 11/16 ounce of shot or one might say 65mm x 30
gramme. The 65mm x 28g load from somemanufacturers like
Eley Hawke will work, and 28g, 24g and 21g loads from Hull
are locally available. We advise the 21g load. Try Entramarc on
011-704-6708 for Hull ammunition and advice.
Lastly, late Victorian and Edwardian British made shot-

guns are quite collectable these days so your piece is worth
looking after.

Left: Hull’s excellent Comp X 65mm ammunition in 21g. Right: The
Comp X cartridge measures an exact 52mm inclusive of the 7mm brass
head and is finished off with a six-point star crimp.

Onlyqueriesof sufficientnoveltyorgeneral interest canbepublished. It is impossible forus togivepersonalanswers.PleaseTAKE CAREwith firearms
andammunition.Magnumhasno control over readers’ componentsor techniquesand cannot entertain claimsof anynaturewhatsoever.

Shooters’ Clinic
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The glossy catalogues pro-
duced by shotgun man-
ufacturers are frequently
artistic tours-de-force and
advertising extravaganzas,

full of beautiful women, dogs, animals,
birds, the countryside and of course the
guns. All too often the factual informa-
tion is sketchy and what can be con-
sidered essential by the putative buyer
is omitted. For example, I consider it
absolutely necessary to have the gun
weights but all too many brochures
do not include these. Paging through
a recent Bettinsoli edition I didn’t see
any women, though plenty of the other
stuff, but predictably no mention of gun
weights. However right at the back, a
most interesting page showed their
standard stock dimensions. I have not
come across this before and it struck me

as being a very good bit of information
for the prospective buyer, although I am
somewhat concerned at the seemingly
superfluous number of dimensions on
offer – ten different models and forty
variants.

Everything is in metric yet most stock
measurements are normally in inches.
All their stocks have four standard
lengths of pull (LOP): 370mm, 376mm,
384mm and 391mm which translate as
149/16", 1413/16", 15⅛", 15⅜".

THEIR ‘FIELD LADY’ LOP is 340mm
(13⅜") – it’s accepted that this should
be at least one inch shorter than the
‘standard’ male length. Two styles of
butt pad are offered – hard rubber in
lengths of 11, 17 and 25mm (7/16", 11/32",
1") plus ‘soft pads’ in 17, 25 and 32mm
lengths (11/16", 1", 1¼") of a recoil-

absorbing material. The longer pads
are suggested for summer into autumn
shooting and the shorter ones for winter
when much bulkier clothing is the norm,
which is an intelligent innovation.

The drop at heel varies by 1"
(25mm) and the drop at comb similarly
by ⅜" (10mm) from model to model
(see Table). Not huge differences, but
critical! Therefore, once you know your
preferred stock dimensions, you could
order a bespoke stock from Bettinsoli.

My first instinct was to dismiss this
variety of choices as a misguided bit
of marketing spin. After all, fully 90%
of the game shotgun shooters that I
know or have met don’t have a clue as
to what their correct stock dimensions
should be. The European standard is
based on a right-handed and right mas-
ter-eyed man of normal build at 1.78m

StockDimensions
&Try-guns

by CHARLES DUFF

“A properly-fitting shotgun is essential
for good shooting”
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tall and 82-83kg in weight, say 70-80%
of the population. So, semi-standard
stock dimensions are usually 368mm
(14½") LOP, drop at comb 38mm (1½")
and at heel 57mm (2¼"), with a smid-
gin of cast-off, about 3mm (⅛") with
slightly more at the toe. And, wonder
of wonders, this is a reasonable fit for a
very high percentage of shooters.

The American figures are 1.75m and
74.75kg with a 33" sleeve length and
taking a size 40 jacket, so the fit is for
a slightly smaller and lighter build. Our
local averages in South Africa are proba-
bly rather bigger and heavier. There is a
saying, attributed to several shotgunning
sages, that while they have heard and
read much about the average shooter,
they have yet to meet him! But an indi-
vidual’s style of shooting – stance, grip
and mount also affect the dimensions.
The correct measurements for any shot-
gun shooter are unique to the individual.

One of the basic tenets of shotgun
shooting is that a properly fitting gun
is essential for good shooting. Starting
with an unmeasured off-the-shelf
gun is a needless handicap for all too
many shotgun shooters. A good entry-
level gun is going to set you back at
least R15 000 to R20 000, so paying
for proper professional help is a wise
investment. Should you have a young
relative commencing wingshooting, a
present of a gun-fitting session would
be the finest gift he could receive.

Due to a definite demand in Britain,
the type of shooting practiced there
and the costs thereof, the try-gun was
evolved so that the gun could be fitted
to the shooter for maximum efficiency.
Compare this to America where mass
production dictates that the shooter
should fit the gun. Even today you can

push a trolley into a supermarket and
emerge with a shotgun and ammuni-
tion, without any assistance or advice.

Sadly, here in South Africa, try-guns
are practically non-existent. The two of
which I am aware are both in private
collections and no longer being usefully
employed.

AT FIRST SIGHT, accustomed as we are
to the classical elegance of break action
shotguns, a try-gun is an ungainly con-
trivance, but on closer inspection, the
brilliance of the design is readily appar-
ent. The various parts and junctions
allow for almost unlimited alteration
within the parameters of the human
form. Adjustments can be made to the
length and pitch of the butt, allow more
offset at the toe, change the drop at
the comb and the heel, and lastly set a
cast-off or cast-on.

First and foremost, it is essential to
establish your master eye. If you are
one of the 10% right-handed men with
left eye dominance then you should
learn to shoot left-handed.

The LOP has nothing whatever to do
with the common notion of the fit of the
stock inside the forearm, with a finger
on the trigger and the butt up against
the upper arm at the elbow. The cor-
rect measurement is that there are not
less than two, nor more than four, fin-
gers-width of space between the front
of the cheekbone and the point of the
comb. This translates to an average of
2⅜" (60mm).

THE NEXT MOST important measure-
ment is the drop at the face which is
the average of the drop at the comb
and the drop at the heel. It is critical
that the under-surface of the cheek-
bone (aka the zygomatic arch) is firmly
in contact with the top of the comb. The
length of pull, left and right-hand holds
and the fitting of the heel and toe of the
butt into the shoulder pocket comprise
the five key contact points.

In Britain, quite a few gun shops
offer to tailor-fit a gun, or even just

The try-gun at Classic Arms – over-all view
(top), butt lengthening/shortening (above)
and universal ball-joint (right).Startingwith an

unmeasured off-
the-shelf gun is a
needless handicap
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supply you with the requisite
dimensions to take home with
you. Costing about £150 to
£200+ per hour, this usually
includes cartridges and takes
a few hours. Once the fit has
been determined you then get
to pattern the gun at 16 yards,
where the ‘Rule of 16’ is used to gauge
any further changes to the stock (at this
distance the alteration of the stock by
1/16" will alter the pattern centre by 1")
for fine tuning. The Holland & Holland
website has a five minute video on the
whole process – well worth a look. They
have ten try-guns encompassing a
range of styles, O/U and S/S, varying
barrel lengths, weights, etc.

A recent sojourn in Witbank cat-
aloguing for a forthcoming auction,
brought to light a locally made try-gun,
possibly made by someone who believes
that less is more. As the photos show,

the main principle is a small univer-
sal ball-joint to produce comb height
and cast-off or on without the need
for an adjustable comb. At the rear an
arrangement of threaded rod and two
nuts on flanges effects the right LOP and
can also supply more cast at the toe.
Very few of us have a vertical shoulder
‘pouch’, it runs outwards from the top
to the bottom. Where this gadget falls
down is that it has been made as a side-
by-side with a straight-hand stock and
being all wood, is much too light.

I am determined to adapt this
design to an actual gun – of over-and-
under persuasion with a pistol grip.
Fully 98% of the people I coach, use
or are supplied with the latter. But ide-
ally, you need several sorts of gun,
as increasingly more semi-autos are
appearing.

Bettinsoli Stock Program
A A A A B1 B2

Field Standard 370 376 384 391 38 90
FieldMedium 370 376 384 391 35 55
Field High 370 376 384 391 32 50
Field Lady 340 346 354 361 30 50
Field left-hand St. 370 376 384 391 38 59
Field Left-hand High 370 376 384 391 32 50
Sporting 370 376 384 391 38 50
Trap 370 376 384 391 32 42
Adjustable Sporting 370 376 384 391 34 44
Adjustable Trap 370 376 384 391 28 34

A = Length of Pull
B1= Drop at Comb
B2 = Drop at Heel

Another example of a try-gun.

however, resorted to shotguns or “voor-
laaiers”, as some had the more mod-
ern weapons used by the insurgents
of that era. One afternoon, while out
with a fellow hunter named John and
our guide, the rat-tat-tat-tat of one of
those modern weapons sounded from a
few hundred metres ahead of us. John,
who had done his stints on the border,
immediately identified it as an AK, and
recommended a very rapid withdrawal!

Contacts with the poachers were fre-
quent and shots were often exchanged.
One guide had a shell of a dead tortoise
placed in the bush, where, according to
him, he had shot and killed a poacher
in an exchange of gunfire. Every year,
when we were hunting in that area, he
would navigate to the tortoise shell, sit
down and relate his story in great detail.
The life of a diligent ranger in those days
was fraught with danger.

Our hunting days were long; we left
camp before sunrise and often returned
long after sunset. Some days, most of

us would be back in camp around mid-
day, but the afternoon shift usually
ended late, often getting back to camp
after 9 o’clock in the evening after
carting animals across the water. The
unwritten rule was that the first hunter
back in camp would start the prepara-
tions for the evening meal.

BEING YOUNG MEN in those days, very
few in our hunting party were partic-
ularly flush with money and in order
to cover the cost of the hunt, all of
the animals had to be sold to butch-
eries along the way home. Arrange-
ments were made ahead of time with
the butchers so it was just a matter
of dropping off the carcasses and in
some instances dropping the price as
well, because the lake mud had often
affected the quality. I well remember
one of our hunts when, due to hunt-
ing pressure, we only broke camp at
dawn on the Saturday morning, and
although we were running to sched-

ule, we squeaked into the last butchery
with only minutes to spare before clos-
ing time, with three wildebeest on the
bakkie. Arrival after closing time would
really have landed us in the proverbial
pickle with three large game carcasses
and the week-end ahead and no cold-
room available.

Sadly, those days are now but a
memory and unfortunately marked by
the absence of any photographs. No
longer does the Transvaal or its east-
ward pointing finger exist. The province
of KwaZulu-Natal now crosses the Pon-
gola river to abut directly against Swa-
ziland to the north and reaches down
below the mighty Lebombo Range to
obliterate the game reserve on the far
bank. Where wildebeest, impala and
other game once roamed free, cattle
and goats now graze the shores on the
East Bank. Stories, however, humorous
and serious, still abound, to be told and
retold and memories relived around the
hunting campfires at night.

East Bank continued frompage 56
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Why do a great many
rifle and handgun cal-
ibres have such finely
defined dimensions?
For example, the

0.02mm in the 7.62mm x 51mm NATO
cartridge. The last digit, point nought
two of a millimetre, is less than the
thickness of a human hair! The question
also applies to calibres in Imperial units
with many of these having descriptive

sizes, requiring decimal places down to
one thousandth of an inch. For exam-
ple, .357 inch diameter bullets are found
in at least ten handgun calibres. Surely
a standard of .35 or .36 inch diameter
instead of this odd number would have
made matters a bit simpler? The same
thing applies to earlier calibres as well.
Wouldn’t a more convenient 0.6 inch
size suffice for the old Enfield muz-
zle-loading rifle instead of 0.577 inch?

Perplexity
Before trying to determine the ori-
gins of some of these strange num-
bers, we must realise that there is no
single International standard in place.
Most firearm calibre descriptions are
a consequence of a number of differ-
ent measuring systems, many of them
unique in their methodology. Despite
this, we still find that most of the multi-

Bullets&
Bores

by ROGER INGLE

Sorting out their confusing numbers
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digit descriptions actually have their
roots in simple round numbers like
8mm or 0.3 inch.

In the Beginning –
Spherical Projectiles
In most cases, the diameter of the bullet
or the bore was not the starting point
in a completely new design – the actual
dimensions being more often derived
from the intended ballistic require-
ments. For example, back in the early
days, most smooth-bore muzzle-loaders
were specified using a system based on
the weight of their spherical lead pro-
jectile, and how many of them it would
take to collectively weigh one pound.
This simple system was used because
other than shot, the only choice of pro-
jectile was a patched lead ball.

Further precision was unattain-
able with the manufacturing methods
of those times and in any event irrele-
vant, as the military requirement was
only that the ball would go down the
barrel without too much windage. The
designer’s starting point was therefore
the desired weight of the ball and this
determined the size of the bore. The
old Brown Bess musket was required
to launch a ball weighing about 550
grains and, with a bit of windage added
to allow for loading through the powder
fouling, it came out at a ten bore, or
in modern terminology a bore of about
0.78 inches. Most shotgun sizes still

use this method, a 12 bore being nom-
inally twelve balls to the pound.

Unfortunately calibre nomenclature
soon became a casualty of other, con-
fusing and uncoordinated naming con-
ventions.

Bullets for Muzzle-loading
Rifles
Smooth bore muskets were later
replaced with muzzle-loading rifles,
for example, the .577 ‘small bore’
British muzzle-loading Enfield 1853
Pattern. The bullet weight of about
500 grains was retained, but this time
it was required in the form of a cylin-
dro-conical shape to get better bal-
listics with a deep skirt at the base
to take the rifling. The diameter to
achieve this turned out to be 0.58",
the .58 cal-ibre being a 24-bore on
the old system. However, the calibre
of the rifle in this case was described
by the bullet diameter, even though it
was later reduced to .550" for easier
loading in hot climates.

Variants of the .577" bullet diameter
lived on in the Snider rifle that followed.
This was a breech-loading conversion
of the Enfield muzzle-loader. Strangely,
the Snider’s bullet remained under
size when in fact it should have been
increased to around .590" to be slightly
over bore size for the rifling to engage;
the ability to pass freely down a fouled
muzzle-loader bore being no longer
necessary. Exactly why this feature
was retained is a mystery. A plausible
explanation is that the designers may
have been wary of the fact that doubt-
ful old muzzle-loaders were being con-

verted and were fearful of increasing
pressures through a tighter fitting bul-
let. Also, the deep skirt enabled the for-
giving Snider bullet to achieve a large
upset to seal the bore.

Measuring – Grooves or
Lands?
When talking about rifled barrel dia-
meters we have always to be clear that
the ‘bore’ diameter of a barrel is its
diameter before rifling and the ‘groove’
diameter is the diameter of the bar-
rel after rifling, measured to the back
of the rifling grooves. The untouched
steel left between the grooves is still
at bore diameter and is referred to as
the ‘lands’. Measuring a barrel’s internal

Above: .38 Special.
Below: .357 Magnum.

.577 Snider.
Measuring
the bore.
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diameter can be complicated as in a four groove barrel, the
lands are opposite each other, whereas in a five groove barrel,
the groove is opposite the land.

The easiest description of the bore is therefore the diam-
eter of the circle described by the lands whereas the correct
size for the bullet is the diameter of the circle described by
the back of grooves.

Groove measurements are common in cartridges of USA
origin while land measurements are more common in Europe
and Britain.

Bore or Bullet Sizes
Unfortunately from the beginning, calibre nomenclature has
been a casualty of numerous confusing and uncoordinated
naming conventions. Let’s look at some.

As we have seen with the Snider, much confusion origi-
nates from whether the calibre’s diameter refers to the bore
or to the bullet. In breech-loaders, bullets have to be slightly
larger than the bore to enable the rifling to engage the
grooves and thus do its work. The calibre may describe the
diameter of the bullet with the bore often being more or less
a round number, or sometimes the other way around. The
classic example is the .30-06 which fires a .308" diameter
bullet as does the .308 Winchester (a.k.a. the 7.62mm NATO
round) the .30 designation referring to the bore (or land)
diameter and the .308 being the groove (or bullet) diameter.
The ‘-06’ in .30-06 refers to its year of introduction –1906.

Back in the days of the American Civil War there was such
a thing as the .36" percussion revolver. The basic revolver idea
mutated into a breech-loaders like the .38 Short Colt and then
.38 Long Colt, maybe to differentiate between the two types
of ammunition as the brass case was pretty much .38-calibre
on the outside. After development, the name changed again
into the .38 Special and finally the .357 Magnum bringing the
brand naming back almost full circle. They all fired the same
bullet diameter but each with very different ballistics.

Black Powder Conventions

The numbers in early American calibres like the .45-70
described a .45 inch bore with 70 grains of black powder.
While this was a relatively straight forward method, the
British Martini-Henry of the same era was much more dif-
ficult to describe, the .577/.450 number indicating a .577
inch case, similar in construction to the .577 Snider, necked
down to hold a .450 inch bullet. Interestingly, the independ-
ent choice of .45 inch on either side of the Atlantic was no
coincidence. It had its roots in the heyday of the long range
match shooting muzzle-loader era where a .45-calibre, 500gr
bullet with an aspect ratio of about 2¾:1 was considered
good for stability and retained energy. In breech-loaders this
required a bullet of around .458 inches to engage the rifling.
Today, the .458 inch diameter lives on in numerous shapes
and weights in many big bore hunting calibres.

The European or Metric Convention
In the late 19th Century, a European convention started to
impose some order. For example, a 7x64mm Brenneke tells
us the calibre is 7mm, the case is 64mm long and it was
designed by Brenneke. Nice round numbers. But others had
calibre descriptions yet again going down to minute gradua-
tions, an example being the .9 mm resolution in the famous
Mauser 7.9x57mm J and the 7.9x57mm JS. Usually this is
sensibly abbreviated to ‘8mm Mauser’. The two variants were
a consequence of some changes in the bullet design early in
its life from .318 dia to .323 dia, though (confusingly) without
a change in the nominal 7.9mm designation.

.45-120, .45-90, .45-70, .577/450.

.25-06 from
parent .30-06.
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Singular Methods

Many naming protocols are unique
to specific calibres. We have already
mentioned the .30-06 Springfield as
an example. The lineage of its .308
inch bullet goes back perhaps to 1889
to the 8x58R Danish Krag-Jorgensen,
in its day an advanced magazine fed,
bolt-action rifle firing one of the earliest
smokeless powder military cartridges;
an 8mm – a nice round number. The
rifle was selected a little later by the
US army but in a .30-calibre. As with
most military calibres, this referred to
the bore of the rifle. It required a bullet
of .308 inches and was known as the
.30 Army (.30-40 Krag) and soon to
be followed by the .30-03 Government
and ultimately, the famous .30-06
Springfield.

A later high velocity commercial
derivative of this cartridge was the
.25-06 Remington – in this case indi-
cating that the .30-06 case was necked
down to hold a .25-calibre bullet. In
another example, many war surplus
8mm Mausers in the US were opened
up to take a .30-06 case, resulting in
the 8mm-06, the main point here being
that the ‘-06’ part of the name was by
this time meaningless. There are many
unique styles like this, especially so

for those commercial cartridges which
have their origins in wildcat designs.

The Ubiquitous .308
To further illustrate the bore/bullet con-
fusion, let’s take a closer look at the
.30-06 Springfield described above. Its
.308 inch bullet is found in all the cart-
ridges listed in the accompanying table.
In the first part of the table all the num-
bers indicate the bore of .30" Imperial or
7.62mm metric. A different convention
is shown in the second part of the table.
The calibre numbers in this case indicate
the required bullet diameter.

In both categories, some of the
numbers deviate fractionally from the
nominal cartridge size. This is not a
dimensional requirement in the speci-
fication; it is simply a convenient
numerical device to help differentiate
one cartridge design from another. The
differences in this case are too small to
be significant in the size. For example,
the 7.63 Mini Whisper wildcat is less
than .01mm off 7.62mm. This is about

half a thousandth of an inch! To make
this decimal point inclusive in the speci-
fication would be too demanding. The
.307 Winchester is another example of
where an insignificant number has been
changed, possibly to avoid confusion
with another calibre. All the numbers
are within a minute two thousandth of
an inch of the required .308 inch size.

Unfortunately there is no hope that
the disorder in the description of bullets
and bores will be unified in the future.
But it is perhaps a quirk that makes
the world of ammunition and calibres a
more interesting one.

Some .30 rifle calibresdescribing the .30"borediameter
Military Commercial Propriety Wildcat
.30Army (.30-40Krag) .30FlangedMagnum(30Super) .300CanadianMagnum .30American
.30Carbine .30Newton .300Dakota .30Cody
.30-03Government .30RBlaser .300Pegasus .30Herrett
.30-06Springfield .300BeltedMagnum(300H&H) .300Phoenix .30 IHMSA
7.5mmFrenchMAS .300H&HMagnum .300Whisper .30Kurz
7.5mmSchmidt-Rubin .300RemUltraMag .300LBFM
7.62X51mmNATO .300Savage .30-06 JDJ

.300WeatherbyMagnum .30-30Ackley Improved

.300WinchesterMagnum .30-8mmRemington

.30-284Winchester 7.62MicroWhisper

.30-30Wesson 7.62X74RmmMeacham

.30-338WinchesterMagnum 7.63MiniWhisper

.30-378WeatherbyMagnum

Some .30 rifle calibresdescribing the required .308"bulletdiameter
Military Commercial Propriety Wildcat
None .307Winchester .308CorBon .306Ackley Improved

.308NormaMagnum 7.82Warbird .308Baer

.308Winchester 7.82Patriot .308X1.5 inchBarnes

It is simply a conven-
ient numerical device
to help differentiate
one cartridge design
fromanother

A display of Weatherby
proprietary cartridges.
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Lansky knife sharpeners are
very well known. More than 17
years ago, I bought one of their
Universal Sharpening Systems
and am still using it regularly.

I later bought a small Quick Fix Pocket
Sharpener which I take almost every-
where and use it to put an edge on a dull
blade when out in the field.

With their proven track record for
producing quality sharpening tools
it came as no surprise when Lansky
started marketing knives. What did
come as a surprise was that they got
Danish knifemaker Mikkel Willumsen
to collaborate on a range of urban tac-
tical knives.

WILLUMSEN is well-known for his
rugged and aggressive-looking blade
designs, so when I saw the Lansky
knives bearing his name I bought one,
opting for the World Legal knife with a
traditional slip-joint design. The slip-
joint and length of the knife are what
make it legal for carry in many coun-
tries with restrictive laws regarding the
carrying of knives.

These days a slip-joint is consid-
ered old fashioned now that liner-locks,
frame-locks and axis-locks are the
trend with folders. Although these lock-
ing mechanisms are more secure than

a slip-joint, I grew up in the era before
lock-blades, when everyone carried
slip-joint folders without losing a finger
when performing daily cutting tasks.

The World Legal is small enough
to wear comfortably clipped to a
pocket and the clip can be changed for
blade-up or blade-down carry. The clip
appears somewhat budget-grade and
has only one screw.

The blade has no thumb-stud to
facilitate one-handed opening. Open-
ing and closing the blade is a two-
handed action. The blade is wide
enough to offer a good grip between
thumb and forefinger to free it, and has
a 90 degree stop or “half-cock” stage
– a safety feature found on the better
slip-joint folders of today, reducing the
danger of inadvertently snapping the
blade closed on your fingers. Likewise

on opening – a second deliberate action
is needed to open the blade fully. I like
this ‘old-school’ opening and closing
system, and during various cutting
tasks, the slip-joint blade never once
closed accidentally.

The 2¾" blade is the unmistak-
able Mikkel Willumsen talon-like design
made of quality 440C stainless steel
with a brushed finish on the spine,
while the taper has a stone-wash fin-
ish. Fully extended, the knife is 7 inches
in length. The black handle scales are
made of nylon-impregnated plastic
with a rough matt finish for a secure
grip. The knife is assembled with stain-
less steel screws. The back-end of the
handle has a glass-breaker and a lan-
yard hole.

I CAN ONLY DESCRIBE the knife’s look
as industrial/tactical and it immediately
appealed to me. The blade is deeper
than my other everyday carry knives;
initially I thought this might hinder con-
venient pocket carry, but it proved very
comfortable. Its only drawback is that
the clip’s position allows too much of
the knife to extend above the pocket,
though this does provide a good grip
when taking it out.

I also thought the shape might be
impractical, but the dropped talon-like
point makes cutting easy. I have mis-
used the Lansky, using a thick piece of
wood to hammer the blade, axe-like,
through small logs to split them, but
even this had no ill effects.

I have grown to like the Lansky
a lot. It is an affordable, rugged and
quality product, though the Willum-
sen design might not be to everyone’s
taste. It sells for under R600 and
the package includes a Blade Medic
sharpener.

LanskySlip-Joint
Folder

by PHILLIP HAYESTest Report

I can only describe
the knife’s look as
industrial/tactical
and it immediately
appealed tome
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n Heckler & Koch 9mm
P7M13, 2x magazines,
still in original box
(1x never used), as
new, R12,000 (non-
negotiable). Rafael
082-739-0319 (021).

n Sauer 202 Classic
6.5x55, hout kolf,
uitstekende toestand,
R29,000; Swarovski Z5
3.5-18x44P teleskoop,
met paralaks
verstelling, R22,000.
Frans 083-266-4519,
015-307-4152.

n .308 180gr bullets:
Nosler Partition,
Barnes-X, Speer Grand
Slam, Speer Mag Tip;
Nosler 220gr, R4-R8
each. 083-442-7136
(021).

n “Collector’s item”
1980/1981 Magnum
Annual, offers around
R600; Library of
hunting books. For
price list sms email
address to James 082-
920-6504 (031).

n Krico .22 Hornet,
Tasco variable scope,
200x rounds, like new,
R9500; Lee Enfield .303
sporterized, by WJC
Ritchie, R2000. Allan
083-251-4465 (011).

n RCBS powder
measure, as good as
new, R2000 ono. Brian
084-596-6723 (011).

n 1917 Lee Enfield
.303BR, original
condition, R15,000. Paul
084-491-0171 (012).

n S&W revolver in
.38S&W re-chambered
to .38Spl, R1000 onco.
Graham 083-633-3088
(041).

n Mould blocks: Single
cavity nose-pour w/
base plug, 285gr
(Linotype); .402" flat
point, 2 lube grooves,
R380. 082-923-8069
(021).

n M1911A1 black
leather holster, R350;
Glock 19/23 holster,
R300; Army holster,
R200; Star/P38 dual
mag pouch, R100. 076-
168-6843 (047).

n Doppies: Mostly
once-fired, PMP, .30-
06, 7x64, plus small
quantities other
calibres. Offers? Geoff
083-269-1551 (011).

n 12x reloading
handbooks, manuals,
plus various books on
rifles, shotguns and
parts, for detailed list
call Pia 082-937-2038
(011).

n .22 Long Pre-War
German Mauser, good
condition, R5000 onco;
.338-06 RCBS dies,
unused, R900 onco.
083-564-4156 (014).

Publication of adverts cannot be guaranteed. Ads are discarded if they seem out of the spirit of the offer; are incomplete in any way; are over the specified length; names and addresses are
not supplied, etc. Those carrying on regular trade should use our TRADING POST section. This is available for those readers who wish to advertise at low cost. Readers wishing to sell special or
multiple items will also find Trading Post effective. Please note: As Readers’ Market is free, we do not phone back to confirm clear receipt or clarify detail. Adverts are edited where necessary.
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ADVERTISERS:
Whether you use this coupon,

a plain piece of paper,
fax or email,

YOU MUST PLEASE
FURNISH YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS FOR
OUR RECORDS

We cannot publish your advert
unless you provide this info.

(This information is not for publication)

TRADING POST: Minimum charge R77,00 (for 12
words). R5,00 per word thereafter.
PLEASE SEND PROOF OF PAYMENT FOR AMOUNT:

...................................................................................

Use block capitals, one word per space. Fill in your name and address below.
Please indicate in which section you wish your Readers’ Market ad to be placed:

o FOR SALE o WANTED o GENERAL

One 20-word advert per customer per month. Deadline: five weeks before cover date. No forward bookings are accepted
– Readers’ Market and Trading Post adverts must be re-submitted each month if repeated insertions are required.

FREE SERVICE! Readers’ Market is a FREE SERVICE for private sale (of Magnum-type items) only!

Send us your advert
Email:

classifieds@manmagnum.co.za
Fax: 086-520-3711

For Sale

Readers’ Market

ARMTEC SYNTHETIC STOCKS
PO Box 20481 Noordbrug 2522 (Potch)

Chris 082 853 7134, Office (Daleen) 083 531 5860
fax 0866 284 893 • www.armtec.co.za

Manufactured from multi-layered
fibreglass cloth, laminated under pressure and
filled with hi-tech composite material.
Finished in non-slip, chip resistant epoxy coating.
Available for Lee-Enfield, P14 and Brno.

Custom built stocks for all other makes

Egyptian Goose
Decoys

083 270 4970 • www.decoys.co.za

Es
t
1
9
9
2
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n .223 Vektor H5
pump-action, rifle
bag, red-dot sight,
scope, 200x PMP soft
nose rounds, 4x mags
included, R7500. 082-
576-6512 (015).

n Assorted mags:
Walther P1/P38,
R300; PP-Mag
9mmK, R400; 9mmP
12-shot extended
mag (Norinco/Star),
R300. All in excellent
condition. 083-624-
5530 (047).

n Recently serviced
Lynx 6-24x42 scope,
mill-dot, external
turrets, front reflection
tube, old model
working well, R1500.
Rod 083-455-5788
(021).

n Rifle bags: Matched
50" pair, hand-made
from game skin by
Hadeda, with ammo
and rod pockets, never
used, R1500. Chris
082-602-1098,
012-998-5132.

n 6.5x55, .30-06, 8mm
Mauser Lee loaders,
new and as-new
condition, R300 each
onco, plus postage,
Kobus 084-208-1534
(058).

n 6mm bullets: 85gr
Nosler Partition, 7x
boxes, R600 each;
100gr Hornady
Interlock, 4x boxes,
R580 each.
Ed 082-331-2708
(012).

n Equal weight brass
(new or once-fired),
for 8x68 and .260 Rem,
also an accurate action,
dealers welcome.
nick@nicksracing.com
(Namibia).

n Double rifles, o/u,
s/s, best prices paid.
Johnny 082-449-1877,
Ari 082-410-7853 (011).

Wanted

Readers’ Market

NORTHERN CAPE PH SCHOOL

7 month specialist PH course - Book now for 2017!

•

•

•

•

Ideal for a gap year after matric.

Students will hunt, guide and fish for 7 months.

Students will hunt in the Karoo, Eastern Cape and Bushveld.

Students will each hunt

a kudu, oryx, blesbok,

mountain reedbuck,

blue wildebeest,

red hartebeest,

springbok and

warthhog.

For more

information, call

Mynhard: 083 262 1891

or e-mail:

mhhs@mweb.co.za

www.ncph.co.za

FROM

TO

1 February

2017

31 August

2017

Students

will be

market-ready

after course

- ready for

employment.

EST. 1987

Renowned worldwide for

our quality range of bespoke

sword canes, hiking canes,

custom canes and

superior handmade knives.

Visit us at our showroom

in the beautiful Munster,

KZN.

Cell: 082 926 5785

E-mail: info@swordcane.com

www.swordcane.com

MKONTO

MANUFACTURING

cc

Made in Africa,

for Africa,

by Africans.

• General gunsmithing

• Colour case hardening

• Silencers and muzzle brakes

• Bespoke muzzleloaders

and centre-fire rifles

• Firearm storage

• Stockmaking

• Stock bending

• Rust blueing

Craig Klintworth

GUNMAKER

SILENCERS

Demand the best, demand:

•

• Mkonto® reflex silencers

• Mkonto® pistol silencers

• Mkonto® muzzle brakes

Mkonto® silencers

Preferred

by those in

the know.

Tel.: 011 618 1908

Mobile: 083 447 6548

Email: info@mkonto.co.za

Website: www.mkonto.co.za

Nuwe voorrad van Hornady- en
Sierra-punte beskikbaar.

Tikka T3 Hunter 30-60 in voorraad
teen spesiale prys.

Nuwe voorraad nightforce scopes.

Skakel Willem, Danièl & Elize by
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n Magazine for Brno
.581 / CZ 511 semi-auto
.22 rifle. Danie 082-
905-4666 (013).

n .380 ACP carbide die
set; .45ACP 230gr RN
2-cavity, single-lube
groove mould, RCBS or
Lyman. Brian 078-964-
6319 (021).

n Arms collector
buying old guns,
swords, bayonets, in
any condition, free
valuations and advice.
Peter 031-562-9591,
083-415-5627.

n 9x57 reloading die,
urgent. Johann 084-
462-3649 (015).

n 8mm Steyr M95
carbine for Martini
Henry Short or
Sporting rifle. Lia 082-
973-9015 (015).

n Falke 80 and 90
barrels, trigger blocks,
plungers, stocks, ESP
rear-sights, will pay
any reasonable price.
079-059-8000 (011).

Readers’ Market

JAG IN VIVO
OMGEWING (0104):
Trofee sowel as
biltong. Besoek www.
tambatigame.co.za

GUN DOG TRAINING
– KWAZULU NATAL
(0802): Quality
personal hands-on
gun dog training.
Unique program
focusing around
the owner & dog.
Suitable for the entire
family. Experience
the tranquillity of
the Drakensberg
& the adventures
we offer. Contact
todd@safaribound.
co.za / www.
wintertonadventures.
co.za Cell: 082-419-
7486.

KNIFEMAKERS! (0106):
One stop shop for all
your knife making
machines, tools and
supplies. Call 012-752-
7760/62, or visit www.
KMTs.co.za

WANTED – SKULLS
AND HORNS (0306):
We are buying legally
hunted skulls/horns
of all wildlife species.
Any quantities. Call
office hours: 082-770-
8556 or email: pieter@
afrikantradersonline.
com

THE PERFECT BULLET
PULLER (0801):
Reliable, easy and
affordable. Contact
Mauritz 084-461-
3421 (012). www.
perfectbulletpuller.
co.za

BACK ‘N TRACK
DOGS (0804): The
A-Z of hunting
dogs. Pointers, HPR.
Boarding of gundogs.
Dogs for sale. Trained
or training offered.
Specialised blood
and human tracking.
Contact: Glen 076-043-
1745 or Gabriella 073-
750-1692 (016).

BEST KEPT SECRET
(0305): If you have
not hunted East Cape
Plains Game Safaris,
you have not hunted
the Eastern Cape. Tel/
fax 046-645-2713.
Email: jgreeff@
eastcape.net, Website:
www.ecsafari.co.za

WINTERTON
ADVENTURES &
SAFARIS – KWAZULU
NATAL (0803):
Corporate functions,
events & extreme team
building programs.
Guided fly fishing
adventures. Accredited
4x4 training program
& events. Clay pigeon
sporting range.
Extreme mountain
biking & off-road dirt
bike venues. Contact
todd@safaribound.
co.za / www.
wintertonadventures.
co.za Cell: 082-419-
7486,

TRADING POST
MINIMUM CHARGE PER ADVERT: R77,00 (incl) for twelve words; thereafter
R5,00 per word. Hyphenated (and compound) words are counted as
separate words. Payment must be enclosed – adverts that are not paid for
in advance cannot be published.
TRADING POST, Box 35204, Northway 4065
classifieds@manmagnum.co.za • fax 086-520-3711
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A fter my wife and I had
toured around Rhodesia
for six months we were
so enamoured with the
stunning African land-

scape and friendly people that we
decided to return for a hunt. The Game
Department in Salisbury issued me a
licence for four buffalo, six impala, one
warthog, one waterbuck and a kudu;
total cost: Rhod $200. I bought a .375
Cogswell & Harrison second-hand for
R400 including two boxes of Kynoch
soft-nose ammunition which proved far
too fragile. Fortunately, I was able to
source a box of Winchester flat-nosed

copper-jacketed FMJs which, though
expanding on impact, held together
with full weight retention and proved
suitable for hunting buffalo.

Our camp was situated on a small
river bordering Mana Pools. There was
an open-sided thatched lapa available
for our use, but after we saw the many
hyena and lion tracks near the camp,
we decided our VW Kombi would make
for a more prudent bed. Our friend
Willy, a tobacco farmer from Karoi,
arrived at our camp with a lorry carry-
ing a short wheel-base Land Rover, a
couple of labourers, a paraffin-powered
fridge and plenty of canned beer.

Next morning we set off in the
Land Rover with Willy and two
trackers. We saw large herds
of impala which were remark-
ably tame, and a number of
warthog, a duiker and a soli-
tary lion. Seeing no buffalo in

several hours, I decided to shoot
my quota of impala so as to start

making biltong. I also bagged a large
warthog with a well-placed shot, yet it

managed to run 100 yards before drop-
ping, which concerned me somewhat,
considering I’d be using the same Win-
chester rounds on buffalo.

DURING OUR return to camp we sighted
a small herd of buffalo which the tracker
and I managed to approach on foot, and
I took a shot at a large bull about 30m
from us. However, this time I had loaded
the Kynoch ammunition, and though the
bull fell to the first shot, he was soon
back on his feet and gave me no oppor-
tunity for a follow-up shot. There were
bone splinters where he’d fallen, but our
tracking efforts proved unsuccessful and
as darkness fell, we were forced to mark
the spot and return to camp. At 6am
next morning we returned to our marker
and again took up the spoor. During the
next three hours we saw the bull twice,
but unfavourable wind conditions pre-
vented our getting close enough for a
shot. Then we lost the tracks and had to
give up the chase.

With plenty of daylight remaining,
we continued hunting and chanced
upon another small group of buffalo
which included a sizable bull. This time
I used a Winchester FMJ, and the bull
fell dead to a shoulder shot. Using a
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block-and-tackle we hoisted the carcass onto the
Land Rover and headed back to camp. Suddenly we
were confronted by an elephant standing directly in
our path. It slowly moved away, bringing great relief
all round, as Willy’s Land Rover had no brakes and I’m
not sure how we would’ve faired in a collision! Back
at camp the labourers skinned the buffalo and we
were amazed by the amount of fat on it. We spent the
remains of the day happily making biltong.

The third day’s hunting was uneventful and we
were back at camp by lunchtime, believing that
our previous day’s activity had spooked the game.
Towards evening a game-ranger paid us a visit and
admonished us for not reporting the wounded buf-
falo. We’d intended to do so on the Monday, thinking
the Game Department office would be closed on the
weekend, so the friendly ranger let us off with a warn-
ing. Next morning we made the drive up the escarp-
ment to the office, the round trip taking half the day,
so we spent the remaining hours relaxing in camp.

THE FIFTH DAY’S hunt proved successful: towards
lunchtime we came across some kudu spoor, and I
was able to shoot a good sized cow. This added to my
already impressive hoard of biltong!

On the sixth morning we left camp early, deter-
mined to bag the two buffalo I still had on licence
(the wounded one counted). We drove for some hours
before deciding to try an area which had been closed
due to military activity. The path leading to the area
appeared recently used, so we decided to chance
it. Parking the Land Rover, we walked in, enjoying
the magnificent valley landscape of alternating bush
and open spaces, dotted with palms and dried-out
waterholes. Spoor lay everywhere and we soon found
the fresh tracks of two buffalo bulls. Tracking proved
difficult due to the deep spoor recently made by ele-
phants. Quite suddenly, however, we came across the
two buffalo. One was angling away from me, forcing
me to drop it with a quick shot to the back of its head
before I instantly reloaded and fired into the second
bull’s shoulder. The second bull remained standing,
somewhat unsteadily, blood dripping from its nostrils.
My attempt to rapidly reload brought a jam, the spent
case failing to eject. Trying not to panic, I used my
knife to pry out the stuck case, but fortunately the
buffalo fell dead before I needed to fire again.

We had the camp for ten days, but after that last
bit of excitement we concentrated on making biltong
and preparing the trophies for travel. In between
we went on game-viewing drives, glad in a way that
the hunting was over. Beautiful green parrots were
everywhere, and we could simply relax and enjoy the
abundant wildlife.

The Brazil NutTheory

A FEWMONTHS AGO, Roger Ingle (Magnum’s Consultant for
Deep Matters) penned a lively piece concerning the theory that,
if you sat in the better class of bar and idly turned over a con-
tainer of mixed nuts, (while for instance waiting forMagnum
staffers to come to the meeting), eventually, all of the Brazil
nuts would come to the top and the little bits of walnut and flaky
stuff would end up at the bottom. Now what does this have to
do with internal ballistics and the rightful business ofMagnum
I can hear you ask? Is there a raunchy punchline to come?
Good question.

We were not disappointed in this matter. When the Brazil
Nut Theory was applied to the question of reloading powders,
we learnt that repeated upturnings of the storage container
unwittingly sieved the powder, leaving the larger granules at
the top and an increasing amount of fine stuff at the bottom.
Black powder is notoriously bad for this but nitro powders
have the same problem. The bad news was that it introduced
another variable into the reloading equation and changed the
burning characteristics of the powder considerably (especially
if it filtered through the flash hole into the primer seating)
and provided us with more excitement and unexpected
violence than any recent session in our Parliament.

Any good theory of course is proven in its wider applica-
tions, especially in the shooting world. This last week I was
given a bucket load of redundant cast bullets as I needed a
relatively hard mix to make up some pistol reloads. There
was only one condition attached to the gift and that was that
it would be of great benefit to both parties if I could also cast
up some .44 Magnum bullets while I was busy, as my donor
friend needed some in a hurry.

So what is the first thing you do with a bucket of some-
body else’s spare castings? Inspect them for powder residue.
Thanks to the genius of Mr Lyman and his Inertia Bullet Puller,
(safely strips loaded rounds in seconds) the easy dismantling of
unwanted bullets also includes the unexpected spraying of little

Gallery

The Brazil Nut theory
in action: rotate the
bucket and the heavier
bullets rise to the top.
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bits of MP 200 propellant around with it. Going by the ever-ap-
plicable Brazil Nut Theory, this powder migrates to the bottom
of the bucket where it lurks unsuspected until it is tipped into
the molten lead. Thereupon it provides more excitement and
unexpected violence etc. You get the picture.

Now here is the interesting bit. In rolling the bucket
around I noticed that there were in fact a number of .429"
diameter semi-wadcutters already in there, unnoticed
among a number of 9mm and .357s. The .44 Magnums,
being the largest bullet in the bucket, rose to the top of the
heap, where they could be plucked, dew-fresh, as they say
in the adverts, for my mate’s immediate comfort and con-
venience. Problem solved.

Isn’t science wonderful? The great thing is that for once,
you can try this one out at home. –Malcolm Cobb

SAAACA Arms Fair 2016
THE SOUTHERN AFRICA Arms and Ammunition Collector’s
Association (SAAACA) host a yearly programme of events
comprising a balanced mix of lectures and discussion eve-
nings, theme shoots and swap-and-trade meetings where
members get together to network and exchange items of
collector-interest. This year’s highlight is undoubtedly the
SAAACA Arms Fair, which attracts a few thousand visitors
from all over the region, and runs for the full weekend of the
6th to the 7th of August 2016. Held at the Ditsong Museum of
Military History, Johannesburg, the fair will feature stalls and
exhibits covering the full spectrum of arms and ammunition
collecting, militaria, edged weapons, books and models.

Each year’s fair features a particular theme, and this
year it will focus on ‘Women at War’ in recognition of the
sterling contribution women have made towards the pres-
ervation of freedom and democracy. There will be a wide
variety of exhibits on show, both advanced and novice, with
strong emphasis on education and awareness of the role
that arms and ammunition collecting has played in the pres-
ervation of our history and heritage. –Mark Sleep
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Performance Optics

Outstanding Optics
from Austria

Excellent Optical
Quality, Comfortable
Eye Box, Large Field
of View, 6x Zoom

Swarovski Z6 Gen2
1-6x24, 1.7-10x42,
2-12x50, 2.5-15x44,
2.5-15x56, 3-18x50,

5-30x50






